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FOR POSSESSION OF

PEDRO BLOODIEST IfJ THE

HISTORY OF MEXICA N REVOLT

FORMER PRESIDENT'S VIEWS ON
EXEMPTION ARE PRESENT"
ED IN ARGUMENT

Federals, Surrounded oa Three Sides, Put
Up Desperate Fipit Before Being Beaten

not question that the dictator had
seen .the wisdom of yielding.
"ARBITRATION IS NECESSARY''
WILL GO
It Wat No Bluff
;
TUJASEINQTON
HAVE
Those officials who knew the language of the communications' Charge SAYS SHE WILL TELL THE PRES- HE DECLARED UNITED STATES
LOSS IN HILLED AND WOUNBED IS OVER 5,G0(
SHOULD SQUARE THINGS
O'Shaughnessy has- been presenting
IDENT OF THE COLORADO
were sure Huerta had been convinced
.WITH ENGLAND
MINERS TROUBLES
that if he did not yield, the American
government would compel him to do
Failure of Reinforcements for Constitutionalists to Arrive Alone
so by force; The last vestige of any GOVEBNOH
FAVOSED A
SUBSIDY
LETS
KER OUT HE
Prevents the Annihilation of the Huerta Soldiers, Who Take
suspicion he may have had that the
United States was bluffing was said
Refuge in Monterey A Number of Prisoners Known to
to have been removed by messages IT IS UPON AMMONSV ORDER THAT WAS WHY HE SIGNED FREE
Have Been With Madero and Later With Orozco
TOLLS LAW; HE OPPOSED
THAT
from his representatives in WashingGENERAL
CHASE
BREAKING A TREATY
ton telling him that President Wilson
OPENS JAIL DOOR
Rebellion Are Executed
was thoroughly, aroused and meant to
force the issue to the end. '
Washington, April 16. The Panama
Wralsenburg, Colo., April 16. "MothSan Pedro de las Cplouias, Mex., gades attacking from the south, while
It became known that General
er".
who has been a mil- tolls hearing today before the. senate
Mary
Jones,
15 via Torreon, ' April 16. A General Villa, with two
Huerta had been led to believe that
April
canals committee brought out a hith,brigade, and
in
the
of
ward
itary
prisoner
hospital
Sathis own statement of apology last
survey of the battlefield of last week General Contreras charged from the
since March 22, was erto unpublished speech, by former
the
county
jail
shows that the struggle for the pos- west, Generals Ortega and Hernan
urday was ample redress; but when released this
morning on order of President Taft and correspondence ol session of this
WILL REQUIRE I). S. TO ACKNOWLEDGE APOLOGY President Wilson was apprised of the General John Chase,
city, which engaged dez attacked from the east. Failure
The aged strike Joseph B. Choate, American ambassituation he was not satisfied and dethe full forces of rebels of the, rebel column assigned to attack
practically
sador
London
at
the
negotiaduring
leader waa offered transportation to
manded a salute. It was authoritatreaty. and federals, was the bloodiest of the from the north, to arrive on time
in the state;, ut the offer tions of the
any
point
rethat
the
revolution. The battle was at its cli- saved the federals from annihilation.
stated
tively
only point
Ernest
Dr.
Richard, representing the
was refused, The appearance of
max Saturday, Sunday and Monday,
The assault was met by a withering
Mexico's President Asks That His Salute Be Returned by Broad- maining to be determined was the "Mother"
Jones at the jail door was North American Gymnastic union, apon the last day the rebel loss in artillery fire. The federals were ail
and that this would
number
and
of
guns
in
the
favor
of
repeaL
side from American's Guns, and President Wilson Likely Will
a demonstration by a peared
be speedily agreed on. At the state, the signal for
The speech pt Mr Taft, said to wounded alone was 650 men. In all but surrounded and fought desperateof strikers and strike
crowd
large
Grant the Request No Change to Be Made in Orders
officials
war and navy departments
1,200 rebels were, wounded sufficiently ly, their fire tearing great gaps
Casympathizers that had gathered in an- have been delivered before tha
to require hospital treatment. The through the rebel ranks. They fought
considered the crisis passed.
Issued to the Navy, Which Is Sailing Rapidly
in
club
nadian
Ottawa
last
January,
rebel dead may never be known, ow- from the cover of irrigation ditches
It was well understood in diplomatic ticipation of her release.
Toward Southern Republic's Important Ports
The aged leader, appeared in good wag introduced by Senator Simmons,
f
circles that both Count Von
ing to the wide area covered by the and adobe houses over a line 20 mile-- ;
aune
wno
to
be
said
believed
it
.declared she was feeling
battle.
and Jules J. Jusserand, the Ger- health and
in length, but gradually they were
"Mother" Jones was escorted thentic. In this speech Mr. Taft was
well.
man and French ambassadors respectforced toward the center of the city.
3.500
at
The
was
federal
loss
S
least
as
Ann'
Huerta has
WjiRliinsrton
saying:
No Change in Plans
quoted
where she
to Union headqti-nrleraively, had been active through their
in killed, wounded, prisoners nnd "dis- Their escape was by the north,
"Wie
to
have
shall
arbi
doubtless
O'Shaughnessy to
promised Charge
:of rikj lend:
No offers were issued to the tWps forfeign offices in bringing about'- re
of 'tbe trror"--congress resalute the' American flas in apology
era. She announced, ker intention of trate the niattr'-unlestoward Mexico, nor lief of the Mexican crisis.
already
steaming
i
who assigned to "that 'position. The furf
meant
those
verses
are
some
itself.
hot
There
By
dispersed
for the arrest of American bluejackets waa there
this
here
mass
meeting
speaking at a
any change in the plans for
A Matter of Precedent
tives once clear turned east in, the
at Tampico.
after which she plans to heads that talk in absurd tones about were separated from their commands
afternoon,
President Wilson's demand.
was
enforcing
it
direction
of Monterey. This was at
or
Senator Shively said that
fled
manin
small
de
and
to
of
the
States
the
United
individually
right
The only condition attached wpb Some officials
she
go to Trinidad and speak. Later
gave it as their
the international custom to return intends to
age her own canal and her own prop- tachments to the hills- or into the 5 o'clock In the afternoon, after ten
that the American ships fire a salute
to
Washington.
go
view that after Huerta had com- such a salute as is demanded from
to perish there for hours of terrific
The retreat
in acknowledgment Officials close to
Asked the purpose of her journey erty as she likes, no matter what she desert, probably
the demand for apology and the Huerta government Such return
with
was almost a riot In the streets B00
plied
lack of food and water.
has agreed to, but this is all froth.
the president said this was in accord
said:
Jones
"Mother"
to
Washington
saluted the American flag, some of salute could in no way be considered
"These are the explosivistas. The
Twelve hundred regulars were cap federal dead were found. Three thou;witU the naval practice of nations
the ships under way might be turned as recognition of the Huerta govern- "You,"1!! know soon enough."
In passing the bill tured by the constitutionalists. Those sand men were sent in pursuit of tha
idea
of
congress
and according to precedent
she
Intimated
that
pro
Later she
but certainly not " before. It ment. The Huerta regime is a
and my own in signing It was that were mustered into the rebel ranks. fugitives.
Officials pointed out that on occa- back,
.
was pointed out that all administration to government and the defacto govern posed to tell the story of her experi we were thus
giving a subsidy to our while their officers will be held as
Presito
sions when the American navy had officials were
Colorado
strike
ences in the
the news ment which'-'ha- s
by
gratified
the
asked
American Writers Captured
been
by
coastwise
vol
ships between New York, prisoners. A number of
the
saluted the flag of other nations as
that Huerta was about to yield, but United States to salute the American dent Wilson and the members of
Torreon,
and
and
Francisco
Boston
April 16. Five newspaper
San
or
was
unteers
Seattle,
a
"red
captur
f ii it rr niffiin ttnfl or ona a ca lira
flaggers"
committee.
house strike Investigation
that there was no disposition to tem- colors. It is an international cus-toto
said
be Americana assif,-ne-j
men,
our
of
as
we
did
in
the
ed
and executed; They were former
early days
3a response had been fired.
or delay further and that all to return salutes.
to
the
federal
porize
troops, are reported to
transcontinental
are
-railways'.
of
Madero
who
followers
alleged
111
TTllftrI
Tho milv niioattiSn InVrtlvfid
week
the plans for action would go as they
have
been
the prisoners caplast
out
to
that
when
among
I
is
"All
to have joined the Orozco rebellion.
Officials pointed
object
being told,
at
lie until all cause for it had been re- a proposal to salute the, Dolphin, with
1 approve the
tured
of San Pedro ae
battle
the
on
of
coastwise
ma
one
All
the
j
putting
prisoners, including
j
TODAY IN CONGRESS
response would constitute recognition moved.
return
a jor, three captains and ten lieutenants, las Colonias. Upon receiving this Infavor
the
that
that
Dolphin
condition
breaking
(exemption,
the
but it ?was pointed out that the Wash
formation General Villa sent a newsOther dispatches from Charlge the salute was rejected. It was ex
treaty. I am not in favor of breaking are being sent to Torreon.
ingtfln government considers recogni O'Shaughnessy were expected today,
to
salute
what
the The last day's fighting waa begun paper man with his own tstves to
that the proposal
treaties, but the question is
tion a matter on intent in each case but both President Wilson and Secre- plained
Washington, April 16. Senate: Met
- form
in,
the
neans."
was
mereFf
with the Herrera and Benavides bri- - investigate, with instructions tfeat the
f
the Dolphin
treaty
;
'
r
at noon.
. '
in a letter to
prisoners be treated with every con
Mr.
Choate
tary Bryan were convinced by thoae of an inquiry from an
declared
hearCanals committee continued
sideration
and sent to this city.
comat hand that Huerta had yield- of the Mexican foreign office, and it
to
the
already
on the repeal of the Panama tolls Henry White, presented
Some officials declare that questions ed to the pressure from Washington
S II.
ft
his official corresponda ship's salute and ings
that
mittee,
merely
proposed
11 1
of recognition wer no more. Involved and the, dispatch of the fleet on botfli
exemption.
Carden Goes ta Vera Cruz
ence had established beyond question
not a salute to ,the American colors,
of Senator
Sheppard's
Advocates
United States coasts febaek up jHue! demand.
in the demand by
Galveston,
Tex., April 16. The Britthe
the
in
the
intent
of
.as is demanded.party
resolution for a constitutional amend'for a salute from Huerta than in Diplomatic representatives in Mexico
arrived faera to
ish
Berwick
cruiser
sa
mean
should
"for
returning
As a precedent
thaf J$j9 treaty
ment for prohibition, were heard ber
acknowledging a salute from him.
orders from their hoine lute the state departnient"f1tofa
t to
under
day, from Vera Cruz to take Sir Lionel
the
excludes
hat,,it
and
City,
says
The disposition of the., administra- - foreign office, anxious to ' avert a
fore the judiciary committee:
possibility oOlie exemption of any ATTORNEYS FOR FRANK SAY MAN Garden), British minister to Mexico, to
the case of the French consul' at San
House: Met at noon.
tion Is understood to be to Increase break, had 'presswd Huerta to yield,
Vera Cruz. The British consulate
taken
was
1854
kind
of vessels of the United States.
in
who
Francisco
WAS NOT GIVEN CONSTI. the naval forces In Mexican
Resumed debate on the legislative
waters and Mexicans in the United States
here received notice that Sir IJorwl
between the UnitedStates
a local court in violation of a
Equality
TUTIONAL RIGHTS
appropriation bill.
somewhat, even after the salute is advised him that to apologize would
would reach Galvewton Saturday.
and Great Britain is the constant
treaty. France demanded a salute
affairs committee adopted a
"
iJ f
flted so that in such an event only be the best thing for Msxico.
Foreign
'
;
was
theme.
and an apology. A compromise
Wilson
Atlanta, Ga, April 16. Possible
McDonald Gets In
part of the ships' now steaming south Just about the time Mr. O'Shaugfr reached by which a French fleet was resolution sustaining president
'If is not gentlemanlike o Insinu- basis
toward Mexico.
action
for appeal of the caseuof Leo
hia
in
bewould be turned back., ;
laid
were
Wilson' and Ihbse
being
Douglas, Ariz., April 16. On the deate
President
riesey's dispatches
that
sent to San Francisco and the French
comThe news was received at the White fore the president, Charge Algara, rep. colors were saluted by the American Immigration committee heard exclu- who share his point of viewf," said Dr. M. Frank, under' death seuteuee, ifor cision of Colonel Guerrero, commandthe murder of Mary Phagan to 'the
merce committee on the Hindu
House today, just aa Secretary Bryan resenting Huerta here, was advised
ing the "eoiistjlliitionalist .forces at
shore battery. The sallute was tnen
Richard, "do so from cowardice, from
court of the United States,
supreme
and Acting Chairman Shively of the that some dispatches' had been re returned by the French flagship and sion bill.
rests the Immediate outcome
chance
a
Nogales,
fear
of
good
Great
Britain,
executive
was laid in a motion for annullment of. an
committee, in
.TiidlcTary
senate foreign relations committee ceived, but was not fully informed of the incident waa closed.
not altogether disriiii-ila- r
and
scream
get
to
episode
make
the
eagte
In superior court
filed
sentence
worked on the omnibus trust
of.his
went into conference with President their nature. He was given to under
session,
at
to
favor
that
Tampico.
Irish .votes and a few German ones."
Naval authorities' generally
' :'"
'
:
here today. The motion charges that
Wilson.
stand that they brought "favorable the return of salutes rendered in such bill. ..
While Governor Hunt of Arteonot
Jameu Cowles of Washington was
the presiding Judge at Frank's trial, and Governor McDonaU nf New Mex
'"
news.
another wifnesa.
Crisis Nearly Past
fashion as part of a national reparaL. S. Roan, advised counsel for the
CLEVELAND'S HARD LUCK
that
on
President
the
ico were across the .bardo? yeHttTflay
theory,
tion for an affront,
Congress Supports
Unless Huerta changes his mind the
defense that in the event their cliynt!
April 16. More hard luck
Chicago,
honorable
amende
an
is
visiting Agua Friot.i, conftihUionRlk-- i
the
in
salute
over
within
rift
suck
Word of the promised
crisis promises to pass
BIG VESSEL LOST
Amer
waa found guilty, it would be unsafe
a struck the crippled Cleveland
soldiers arrested their military tudm
16.
the next 24 hours. With smiling faces storm clouds spread quickly to the and must be met in that spirit by
April
Keimebunkport, Me.,
for him to be in court when the verican league team today when the
General Harris.. und two sub
af
acknowledgment.
Adjutant
lost her dict was
proper
Senator Shively and Secretary Bryan capitol, where th house foreign
announced, and that such ac- ordinates of the Arizona Nat'ojia!
club physician ordered Manager Bir Some large vessel apparently
snowstorm
came from the White , House con- fairs committee had just adopted a Senator Lodge, ranking republican
in
a northeast
tion was in violation of the federal
to stay out of the game on bearings
Guard and refused to release them
resolution sustaining President Wilson of the foreign relations committee, mingham
ference.
received
yester- and was for several hours in difficulty constitution.
Injuries
of
account
.Shive'
Chairman
until they had surrendered their M
with
resolutions
interestActing
differed
his
in
attitude.
Several
has
Be
"The president
very
Execution Is Put Off
sent Pitcher Steen home off Cape Porpoise early today..
and
saHuerta's
if
day,
arms.
that
contended
suswere proposed, but one voting to
expected orders f
ly. He
m. and daybreak more than
ing news," said Senator S'hlvely.
The motion for annulment raised for Colonel Pending
a broken finger. The middle tween 2 a.
''
with
the
foe
the side arms wT9..
to
acknowledged
Unani
were
Guerrero,
the
was
tain
lute
The
encourag
(president
adopted
"The situation is highly
hand was 50 rockets were seen from shore.
the first time the question of legality
would be rendered val- finger of Steen's pitching
hold
The two eovcrov;.
still
be
not
will
The
whole
apology
today.
resolution
the
.
mously.
was
said
thick
weather
Bryan;
during
Secretary
very
ing,"
of waivers by both prosecution and took the
game when it
in
broken
yesterday's
it
that
maintained
in
disMr.
aff;dr
the
Lodge
ueless.
good y 1 ar.;l ;
unlesa
the
before
no
house
taken,
Then it was made known that
forenoon, but when it cleared
defense, which permitted Frank to sist on
was struck by a pitched ball.
of
precedent).
it
not
a
was
and
ai'an esaos! of
not
should
question
clear
crista
could
regarding
up
finally,
distress
in
from
O'Shaughnessy
of
trace
craft
Charge
any
patches
be absent when hia conviction waa
President W'ilson, describing his adhumor.
rebel
the
, was
that
seen.
believed
described his conference with Huerta Mi. Wilson should find it necessary
bo
It
1913..
25,
announced in court on August
RACES CALLED OFF
vices from Mexico as "very encouragsituation before congress.
16. As ttie re- vessel had mcovered its bearings atid Argument on the annulment motion
jaL nigui, as very cnuitu tuni oauo- - to lay thesenate
April
OWa.,
there
Tulsa,
that
callers
late
told
today
and house generally ing."
In tlhe
resumed its voyage. Two revenue cut. was set for April 22, Oils action autofactory," and officials stiid they were
of a refusal of Adjutant General
convinced that unless Mr. O'Shaugh- there waa a mingled feeling of grati- was no known .precedent against re sult
LGT ClTvV f
tern started from Portland to inves matically staying; the prisoners exefrom
state
troops
nat- Canto-to withdraw
IC-- ed
M recalled.
were
later
but
Jloutioai,
nessy had misinterpreted Huerta's in fication and relief. Some officials, be- turning a salute and that in thewould
cution, ret for noon tomorrow.
Jockey club's grounds,. R tipate,
Men.
the
States
United
course
the
the
comural
their
with
i
of
cause
rr
that
t' o
familiarity
t
tentions there was no doubt
cf
an
filed
to
also
Frank
tor
club,
Atfornevs
the
of
T
Allison, president
fired.
1
a
Fr
pliance with the American demand evasiveness of Huerta were not in- return a salute when
'ici
tit a abandonment at
ASTOR IS RECOVERING
extraordinary motion for a r".v t.tal
for an apology would he forthcoming clined to be too sanguine over the The president held that no recogni
i f
r ' fil p c i
16. Vincent As on the ground of newly il
here
Now
beean
York,
which
April
meeting,
race
be"
in
the
returning
involved
t
within 24 hours and that the crisis dispatches from Charge O'Shaugh- tion would
i
'
t
(irt-rr
been
to
has
continued
Improve
condition
course
oit
tor's
race
The
was Mrnriav
'
A i
would be passed.
nessy. Privately they said taey. would Huerta's salute and that, when it
Of
!:e
;V
home
law tor several days it was said today at the country
The text of the dispatches was not. be convinced when the salute actually fired the incident would be closed, under martial
fl
i
failure to discontinue of his fiancee, Mips Helen IKnsruore
the
of
because
the
of
who
OiOiers
knew
made public, nor vas any formal w9S fired.
a
"ft
sines Frank
Huntington.
Contiimied on Page Five.)
betting.
Statement made describing thorn.
great pressure brought on Huerta did
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MOUNDAY SlIUVS
ICDUC H UES

'Arab Reserves His Dignified Self
for the Nobler Pursuits.

cf Qtr.:rl:::3

APRIL

10c Bleached Muslin
7c Yard

LIITL WIILll

3G inch bleached,
flrfn
even weave, usually sells
at 10c yard'. All you want
Housekeepers' Week 7c
yard.

SENTENCED
Much of His Tim to FightDevote
ing, Hunting and Piloting Caravans Across the Desert He
Taboos Modern Ideas.

THURSDAY,

LAND MAN IS GAME IN JUDGE
POLLOCK'S COURT; WIFE
BREAKS DOWN

There Is ant to be a latent apprehension
London. The Arab makes his womof distress to mar the complete Joy ot
But this Is quite overcome
senthe
en work, reserving his dignified self
account
of
expectation.
The following
the advice ot so many women to use
for the nobler pursuits of fighting, tencing of Don Akr MounDay and his by
"Mother's Friend." This Is an external
hunting or piloting caravans acros? wife, Mrs. L. D. W. MounDay, which application designed to so lubricate the
muscles and to thus so relieve the presthe desert 'Tis true the domestic occurred in
Topeka Tuesday, will in- sure reacting on the nerves, that the
are not very
duties of &
who
natural strain upon the cords and ligaonerous, but such as they are the bur terest many Las Vegas people,
ments Is not accompanied by those severe
is
the
it
with
are
case;
woman.
acquainted
den of them falls upon the
pains said to cause nausea, morning; sickThis
ness and many local distresses.
Tis she must grind the corn and fetch from the Topeka Journal.
embrocation Is known to a multisplendid
hei
while
the
well,
from
water
the
Judge John C. Pollock today denied tude of mothers.
lord and master smokes cigarettes a new trial in the MounDay case, senMany people believe that those remedies
dreams
which have stood the test of time, that
and scratches himself as he
fedtwo
to
in
tenced
MounDay
years
been put to every trial under the
have
f some fortunate day when he may
eral prison and fined him $1,K)0 and varying conditions of age, weight, general
"Christian
some
dog'
to
kill
be able
etc., may be safely relied upon.
Moun- health,
And Judging by tho fact that "Mother's
and so earn the reward of 70 lovelj costs and fined Mr& I D. W.
has been In continual use since
dark-eyehourls to administer to hi Day $300 and costs. Costs will amount Friend"
our grandmother's earlier years and la
A
to
in
and
$10,000.
between
stay
paradise.
$8,000
eternally
known throughout the United States It
delight
To the physiognomist the Arab face of execution was granted, hut attor may bo easily Inferred that it Is someand gladly
la a. nuzzle. Place an Arab and an neys for the defendants stated that thing that women talk aboutmothers.
recommend to prospective
American negro side by side, and on j they had not determined-whetheIs
Friend"
"Mother'o
prepared only In
they our own
would be apt to say that the Aran would
laboratory and Is sold by drugappeal.
gists everywhere. Ask for a bottle
cranium and features bespeak intelwrite for a special book for expectant
MounDay and (his wife, were con- and
lectual superiority. One would say:
mothers.
Address Bradfleld Regulftlot
Decem
court
in
Co., 407 Lamar Sldg., Atlanta, Ca,
"There Is a man capable of appreciat victed in the federal
mising art, cultivating literary tastes and ber on all of nine counts charging
delighting in culture," His head and use of the mails in furtheranc,e of a
concludface would seem to place him fai scheme to defraud. A tenth count as yet regarding an appeal,"
above the negro. Yet the Americas against the defendants was dismissed ed the MounDay counsel.
negro learns to appreciate the mosl by the government. Tho charge ot
The court said he would grant a
advance civilization, and gets into um
of
of execution pending an appeal
action
the
was
stay
based
fraud
upon
ano
ideas
current of twentieth-centurNew
"Have
to
in
land
noble-looyou any reason why Judg
clearance receipts
Institutions; while these
not be passed upon you?"
should
ment
ano
defendants
wthleh
aloof
the
Mexico
themselves
upon
ling Arabs keep
'look down upon our civilization much represented they would build a sugar asked Judge Pollock, looking first at
as a farmer looks down upon the tur refinery. They led purchasers to be- MounDay and then at his wife. Mounkey that is fattening for his Thanks lieve that they would be in a position Day did not move. Mrs. MounDay
giving dinner. The Arab Is perfect!
to give clear title to th$ land at a moistened her lips and started forconvinced that the earth belongs tt future
"opening day," when everyone ward as if to speak. Before she, had
the faithful followers of the prophet
would
get a deed to their land. Irri- said, anything, Harry J. Bone of deand that in the book of destiny the
indulwhen
gation
projects and claims of water fendants' counsel, asked the
they
time is already appointed
for
court
and
the
of
the
is
pleaded
were
that
also represented by
gence
will massacre the infidels
rights
all who are not Moslems and then defendants in their sale of this land. mercy for Mrs. MounDayi
the wealth of the Infidels w ill be their
"There are soma strong and mitiFollowing the conviction of the two
rightful heritage.
had
new
trials
motions for
gating circumstances in this case,"
So far from seeking to attain theli defendants,
overruled said Bone, who briefly reviewed the
court
filed.
The
been
today
ends by intellectual processes, they
of the raid of the ofare forbidden by their religion to ar all of these motion including motions case. He told,
of
American
the
of
arrest
fices
Sugar Manuacknowl
and
for
judgfor
infidel.
discharge
They
gue with the
Christ
wife
ment. Then MounDay and his
facturing and Refining company which
edge that Moses, Solomon and
were asked to stand up and be sen had been promoted by the .MounDays.
tenced. .MounDay asked the court if He declared that this interference on
he might, not be permitted to sit down, the part of the government had ruined
asstating that it was impossible for him the defendant's business. Then he
B.
Catron
Thomas
Senator
re
that
his
serted
court
to stand. The
granted
quest. Mrs. MounDay, her cheeks of New Mexico, owner of the- land
sold, was
colorless and looking more tired and which the MounDays
worn than at any time since the raid equally guilty with the defendants
of the laud company office, remained and should himself he punished.
Catron Equally Guilty
standing.
"Catron's agreement with these
Attorney Kite arose to ask ror a
suspension of time until an assign people made the defendants not enment of eiTor could be made up, pend tirely responsible in the trouble,"
himself is
"Catron
He also asked that said Bone.
ing an appeal
the old bond be held in force.
equally 'guilty with' theai and should
"I don't know that I am restricted himself have been pmiished. And J
tent-dwell-

These spreads are larger and
heavier than the other lot, several patterns, hemmed, for full
:
,
size bed.

81x90 Seamless Sheets 55c

Women from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from all sections
of this great country, no city so large, no village so small
but that some woman has written words ' of thanks for
health restored by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. No woman who is suffering from the ills peculiar
to her sex should rest until she has given this famous remedy
a trial. Is it not reasonable to believe that what it did for
;
these women it will do for any sick woman ?

MAN SAYS HE ATE THE CHECK

Accused Contractor l Nevertheleu
Bound Over to Grand Jury
by Judge.

.

Wonderful Case of Mrs. Stephenson,
on the Pacific Coast.

Istdkpendenci!, Oregon. "I was sick with what four doctors
called Nervous Prostration, was treated by them for several years,
would be better for a while then back in the old way again. I had
palpitation of the heart very bad, fainting spells, and was so nervous
that a spoon dropping to the floor would nearly kill me, could not
lift the lightest weight without making me sick; in fact was about as
eick and miserable as a person could be. I saw your medicines advertised and thought I would try them, and am so thankful I did for
they helped me at once. I took about a dozea bottles of Lydia E.
l'inkham's Vegetable Compound and also used the Sanative Wash.
Since then I have used them whenever I felt sick. Your remedies
are the only doctor I employ. You are at liberty to publish this letter." Mrs. W. Stephenson, Independence. Oregon.

Portland, Ore. Although he ate tht
'documentary evidence against bin
wniie on tne witness siana in iuu view
of court attaches and spectators, ac
cording to officials, Samuel Matheson
a Seattle contractor, was bound over U
the grand jury by Municipal Judg
Stevenson on a charge of passing t
bad check for $35.
Matheson, while testifying in hit
'own behalf, asked to be allowed to ex
amine the check, retaining it while be
lng questioned. He was noticed hold
Ing his handkerchief to his mouth anc
court attaches said his jaws were bus
Py working.
Later, when the prosecution callec
for the check, the prisoner declared h
did not have it. A search failed to re
veal the slip.

A Grateful Atlantic Coast Woman.
Me." I feel it a duty I owe to all suffering

women to
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound did for me. One
year ago I found myself a terrible sufferer. I had pains in both sides
and such a soreness I could scarcely straighten up at times. My
back ached. I had no appetite and was so nervous I could not sleep,
then I would be so tired mornings that I could scarcely get around.
It seemed almost impossible to move or do a bit of work and I
thought I never would be any better until I submitted to an operation. I commenced taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and soon felt like a new woman. I had no pains, slept well, haa good
appetite and was fat and could do almost all my own work for a family of four. I shall always feel that I owe my good health to your
medicine." Mrs. IIaywakd Sowers, Uodgdon, Maine.
ITodgdon,

tell what Lydia

"Dead" Man May Recover.
Chicago. An overconfident gunman
who Bhot Nick Galaco carried his nn

conscious victim into an undertaking
establishment and left him on th
T.
"ir. The undertaker found Galacc
was alive and sent blni to a hospital
where it was said he will recover.

12.

For SO years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

Compound has been the standard remetlyfor female ills. 'No one sik with woman's ailments
docs justice to herself if she does not try this famous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
I..is rr 'fore 1 somany goffering women to health.

jewelers Ear Thirteen at Table- New York. liecause there were 13
I'lTsoiis present, the Wholesale Jewel
rs' apsiociuUon'e genera! committee
refused to sit at their bnnquet table at
tftA Alitor li;.): until the fourteenth
tU'.ar am found.
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Lace Curtains and Draperies
$3.00 Lace Curtains
$2.25 Pair
targe size, Nottingham

Wife

,

These are

22x45

inch, made

9c
made of heavy

15c Turkish Towels

un- Size 20x36,
bleached Turkish Toweling
Here's a good value for those
that want a smaller towel than
the other number.
V

35c Aprons 21c
An extra good value in gingham aprons
Two styles, one
with plain band, the other with
wide circular flounce and convenient pockets.

These are good grade cotton
Huck towels, and a size, 20x40,
that is adapted to every day

Housekeepers' Week 39c

of good' weight Turkish TowelL
ing the kind we all like to use,

25c Curtain Material 18c
TUB material comes 36 inches wide, in about

a

dozen differ-

ent patterns, both white and ecru grounds, Bordered Scrims;
Madras, etc. This is the opportunity you have been waiting for.
Housekeepers' Week 18c yard

12Kc Creton

Amoskeag Ginghams 7c

Housekeepers' Week $2.15

These nets were Just
received a few days before this sale started.
Good grade Brussels Net,
54 Inches wide, either
white or ecru

35c Turkish Towels 22c

spring dresses and at a saving
of over 25 per cent
A large ttock of tihese ginghams for this sale You can
easily figure the saving.

Yard

These are the same quality
as tbe sheets. Better anticipate
your bedding wants.

9c

Your choice of our large stock
of 12&c dresai ginghams at a
time when you are making"

Lace Curtains, in several
'beautiful patterns, either
white or ecru. A splendid
chance to replenish your
lace curtain stock.

50c Curtain Net 39c

42x36 Pillow Gases 11c

9c Yard

These come 27 inches wide about a dozen patterns to select
These are good value at
from, in ligihts, darks and m ediums.
12Vc a yard, but you can buy them
Housekeepers' Week 9'2c Yard

15c Silkolines 11c Yard
We have 35 patterns of these, in all colors. Also a line of
solid colors. All are 36 inches wide you know what Silkolines
this width are worth,
Housekeepers' Week 11c Yard

15c Huck Towels 10c

use.

25c Huck Towels 17c
Think of a pure linen huck
towel
size ISr'.o nch, at a
price as low as ihia Can you
beat It?

$1.25 Linen Damask 98c
Here's a
pure linen
h

damask, full count, three beautiful patterns, and at a price you
usually pay for the mercerized
kind.

$1.25 Shirt Waists 98c
Weive decided to continue
this fihirtwai&t siwcial during

this week we're not going to
describe them as you mny bo
one of the riiany who have already purchased a supply of
them, hut remember, Summertime ie Shirt Waist time, better
buy plenty.

'

WATCH illlR WINDOWS

urge that any peisfity in this case be
This
imposed jupon Mr, MounDay,
court to my knowi ge has never im
posed a severe penalty on a woman.
In view of the facts and circumstances
and the statement of some of the best
Ieople in Topeka, who speak of her in
the highest terms, the penalty for
Mrs. MounDay should not exceed a
fine."
In passing sentence the court re
viewed briefly some of the evidence
i
in the case.
"So far as the title to the land Is
concerned, suppose) that had been entirely good. There jere other features
In thia case. This was presented1 to
the publio aa an irrigation feature and
the public waii induced to invest
money. That it was5 a bad Investment
In beyond question. Much of this land
could not have foean Irrigated under
any plan devised here or put forward.
"There is in the mind of the court
no great difference a to the situation
of the two defendants. The court will
take Into consideration that any good
woman who marries a man, if she
surmakes the proper kind of
renders to a large extent lit' maiTlS
uality, her personality and Independence just as has been true in this
case.'
The court then declared that the evidence tended to show that both defendants were equally guilty and entered into a scheme to defraud the
public Referring to a letter offered
in evidence in the trial of the case,
the court declared:
"That showed a deliberate enterprise by two people as a scheme to
defraud the public. There can be no
other interpretation of that letter.
That must be considered by the colurt
in tills case."
Then turning to Moun Dav the
court said:
"You will pay a fine of $1,000 and
costs of this proseciitlon and will be
committed to the federal penitentiary
term of two
at Leavenworth for
years upon the first count and for a
term of two years on the. second, third,
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and
ninth counts; these subsequent sentences to run concurrently with the
first and all to expire at the end of
'
two years."
MounDay Was Game
MounDay did not wince. His stoical
appearance that had marked his demeanor since the beginning of his
trial last fall was in evidence today
as he received his sentence.
The wife, however, looked more
worn and worried than at .any time
'

Praise Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

four beautiful patterns;
Housekeepers' Week, per
$1.42
yard .

12c Dress Ginghams

These are made of a. well
known brand of standard sheetingand the sJz (81x90) is
th most popular size.

Pollock Reviews Case

were prophets sent by God to teact
men and lead them In the right way
but that the methods of these failed
so that Mahomet was sent, the great
est and last of the prophets, to com
pel men, by the sword, to embrace
the true faith. An infidel that is, t
Christian, a Buddhist, a Parsee
would be asked, as a swordsmai
stood behind him: "Do you embrace
the faith of Islam?" If the man said:
"Yes," he must thenceforth live at
they, and obey the prophet. If he
aid: "No" swish! his head rollec
on the floor one way and bis body fel
ithe other. Exchange.

:

5ouH5ickPlfl5a
1862
We think that it will be rainy with colder temperature tonight and Friday

$2.00 Bed Spreads $1.68

,

i"She Must Grind the Corn and Fetch
the Water."

72-i-

EatablLskxl

These come in several'
of good weight material,
hemmed.

y

J

It All
Snowy
Lfnen Damask comes in

$1.25 Bed Spreads 98c

to-d- ay

k

XasmwaM Son

$2,00 Linen Damask
$1.42 Yard

Uomatchafole Values During This
(ur First Housekeepers Week.

d
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since the arrest of herself and husband.
"Mrs. MounDay, the court must assess Borne penalty against you." said
the court. "While your connection
with this case may have been the dominion of your husband over your
mind, you must pay a fine of ?300 and
costs of this prosecution. I am going
to allow you some reasonable period
to see if you can raise this money and
avoid, the penalty of going to jail."
United States District Attorney Fred
Robertson and attorneys for the
MounDays then agreed to a conference
to determine the manner in which the
costs in the case would be divided and
assessed against the two defendants.
No definite statement was made regarding an appeal. If a writ of error
Is sought the court's stay of execution
will be held in force pending final action on the appeal Should the defendants accept the penalty imposed by
the court, MounDay will probably be
taken to the federal prison at Leavenworth at an early date.
Brief Story of the Case
MounDay and his wife were president arid secretary respectively of the
American Sugar Manufacturing and
Refining company, a New Mexico coti- -

!

SAVES DAUGHTER

poration. iTieir first troubles came
nearly a year ago when they encountered difficulties in securing a permit
from the "blue sky" department of
the bank commissioner's office. Then
the state began ouster suits against
the company.
Evidence secured in. these investigations was turned over to the government and the offices' of the sugar company Were raided in July, 1913. Both
MounDay and his wife were arrested
for misuse of the mails in, furtherance
of a ' scheme to defraud. They were
held to the federal grand jury, which
returned a true bill indicting them on
ten counts each. Following the trial
of the case In Kansas City, the government dismissed as to the tenth
count and the defendants were found
guilty on the remaining nine counts.
Motions for new trial were today over-ni-l
ed1.

In the trial of the case the government established the fact that the defendants did not hold title to land
which they ought to convey, that
their proposed irrigation projects were
hopeless dreams,, that the sugar company owned no water rights, that pictures of growing crops and flourish
ing factories were freaks of the Im
agination and did not exist on the
land. United State Senator Thomas
B. Catron of New Mexico owned the
land which the MounDays were selling.

A&rici of

IolLer bo Doubt Pre

rent Daegater's Untimely End.
Ready, Ky. " I was not able to do
anything for nearly six months," writes
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, "and
was down in bed for three months.
1 cannot tell
you how I suffered with
my head, and with nervousness and
womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told my husband he
could not do me any good, and he had
to give it up. We tried another doctor,
but he did not help me.
At last, my mother advised me to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. I thought
it was no use for 1 was nearly dead and
nothing seemed to do me any good. But
1 took eleven
bottles, and now I am able
to do all of my work and my own
washing.
I think Cardui is the best medicine fn
Ine world. My weight has increased,
and I look the picture of health. "
If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
We ' ow
today;. Delay is dangerous.
help you, for it has helped so
many thousands of oilier weak women
in the past 50 years.
At all druggists.

'

Wrilt ter Chaftanooira Medieins Co., Ladies'
Hdrisory Dent., Chattanooga, Tann.. for Sienai
on your cas anu 64 pt;e book, "Horr
lHstrti(m
Ti eattneiii ior V. oscso," lo pieia wi s;,i.-r- .
W.C. SI

Letters written by state officials
and many prominent Topeka business
men endorsing Mrs. MounDay were
used without authority m the company's advertising matter. A company with the same names, but entire
iy Independent and incorporated; under the laws of Oklahoma had among
Its incorporators
former Senator
Charles Curtis, Charles Sessions, A. W.
Slnith and men of state and national
promlnenca The reputations of these
men were used by MounDays in furthering their interests in the sale of
New Mexican land, it was claimed.
None of these men had' any connec.
tion with the company prosecuted by
the government.
The case attracted wide attention in
the state and1 in Topeka, where Mrs.
MounDay, a daughter of the late W.
P. Douthitt, is well known. It was
contended by the government that be
tween $150,000 and $200,000 was realized by MounDay and his wife in the
sale of the land to which they were
unable to give title.

WATCH OUR WINDOWS

get rid ,of it with the least possible delay. There? are many who consider
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsurpassed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Elida, Ohio,
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
was cured of a severe cold and cough
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two
years ago, I have felt kindly disposed
of that
toward the manufacturers
preparation. I know of nothing so
quick to relieve a cough or cure a
cold." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
"GENERAL" COXEY'S BIRTHDAY
Massillon, O., ,April 16. "General"
Jacob S. Coxcy, who 20 years ago attracted the attention of the enerro
country by loading an "army" of unemployed on Washington, celebrated
his sixtieth birthday anniversary at
his home here today. The "general"
is busy with preparations for his second march on the national capital. Ha
declares
that the country is now

in a more deplorable condition than
it was in 1894 and that a demonstration o one million unemployed men
in an Invasion of the national capital
is necessary to arouse congress to af
sense of Its duty, or in other words
to enact such laws at the "general"
believes will relieve the Industrial depression and better the condition ot
the working classes. Mr. Coxey hoped to get his "army" under way today, but the difficulty of finding car
pable lieutenants and several other
obstacles have made a postponement
necessary. He declares that many "recruits" are reporting dally and that
he expects to -- start for Washington
with a. force of many thousands be
fore the middle of May,
USE ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS-

E

I

The antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoes. If you want rest and
comfort for tired; aching, swollen,
sweating feet, use Allen's. Foot-EasIt relieves corns and bunions of all
pain and prevents blisters, sore and!
callous spots. Jut the thing for
Dancing Parties, Patent Leather
Shoes and for Breaking in New Shoes.
It Is the greatest comfort discovery of
the aga Try it today. Sold everywhere, 2lic, Don't accept any substitute. For FRE13 trial package address
Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y. Adv.
Rub the Joints with BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheuma
tism. It penetrates the flesh in ihn
bone conveying its soothing and re

storative influence to the spot where
&0o and
Central

Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold the pain exists.
Price 25c,
When you have a cold you want, $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by
the best medicine obtainable so as to Drug Co, Adv.
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ed because of McDonald's

"THE WOLF" IS COMING TO
THE DUNCAN ON APRIL 23

treachery.
He meets Ba'tiste LeGrande, the
girl's clean hearted lover, who was to
have married her; tut it was while Le
Grande was away in the north working for the Hudson Bay country thai
McDonald appeared and with his suavities and worldliness misled the girl
into believing that his love was honest and that he meant to marry her.
Jules and aB'tiste have been hunting this man for two years. Jules, by
artful talk in which he causes McDonald to believe that he also, is a
libertine, has gotten from McDonald's
own lips, the pitiful story of Annette.
that
There is a further situation
makes Jules anger against McDonald
rise even up to the white heat that
it has always been. Jules is in love
with Hilda and It is plain that McDonald in seeking to injure this
as he did little Annette. He
has filled her-- , head with fascinating
stories of the beauty of life in the
great cities the operas, theaters,
handsome gowns, glittering jewels,
'
etc.
This Is the situation, and how it
all works out forms a theme of human interest from which the attention of the audience cannot be averted while it works before their eyes
to its tragic end, and this end furnishes, so it is said, oue of the most
tremendous emotional scenes ever
presented upon any stage.It. is claimed that "The Wolf" Is a
big, vital, thrilling, play, it has not a
cheap line in it. Neither has it a
hackneyed situation.
"The Wolf" is sure to meet with a
hearty reception on its presentation
here, its long run in New York and
Chicago argues well for Its drawing
qualities.'
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SCENE FROM "THE WOLF"
Those who see "The Wolf" at the For McDonald had in years back, met
Duncan opera house, April 23, will Annette, a pretty halfbreed Ojibway
find themselves In me vast woodlands girl a good girl, communicant of the
f northern
Canada, where the church, more French than Indian; a
breezes are fragrant of pine. It Is au child who had all the simplicity of
tumn, and the scene tnat is laid be- her Indian mother, while she had the
fore the eye Is the clearing la front teachings of the good Christian fattiof the house of old MacTavish! His er of the remote parish.
is a lonely home. There only lives McDonald, conscienceless had courtwith him his daughter, golden haired ed her, won her confidence, betrayed
her, then left her to bear her shame.
Hilda.
His house becomes the rendezvous And she had not been able to bear it.
for a party of, American engineers, She had wandered, half crazed with
and shame into a blizzard, and
led by McDonald, the genius, of the
wilderness, the man whose acute, she had died in the swirling snow.
a
Jules Beaubien,
broad mind makes it possible for the Her
only
building of railroads over steep moun- splendid young
tains and through valleys. In his pro- learned of Annette's existence when
fession a giant, in his moral nature the father was on his death bed. The
a satyr is McDonald. And even as he young man Is left heir to a big for
is a guest at the house of MacTavish. tune, and immediately starts in
there are two men at his elbow who search of his little sister with the
have for two years been hunting him idea of educating her and surround
men. who have a s'mgle idea as to ing her with luxuries. He traced the
what they will do when they meet child to her home, only to iscover the
him. They are resolved to kill him. 'frightful death which she had suffer
half-brothe- r,

French-Canadian-

To Cure a Cold In One Day
W.
Look for the signature of E.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
GROVE. Cures a cold In one day,
Cures grip la two days. 25s. Adv.

Why It Suits Particular People Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is prompt and effective for coughs,
colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
coughs and throat troubles. Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Foley's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
tickling throat and stops the: cough
with no bad after effect." It contains
no opiates and is pure. That's why
it suits particular people. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
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women discover after
SOMB
that a certain definite
Btyle of hair dressing suits them better than any other. When this discovery has been made it is a mistake
to adopt every new idea that comes
along, at the expense of becoming-ness- .

shape of a email hair roll, allows the
hair to be brought down over the
forehead at the sides. The back hair
may be placed anywhere; in a coll at
the crown of the head, as shown in
the picture, at the nape of the neck,
or on top of the head, without changing the becomlngness of the coiffure.
Nearly all youthful faces, of what
ever type, find the coiffure parted at
the side a becoming arrangement for
the hair. It Is shown in the left hand
picture adorned with a hair ornament
for evening wear.
The style Is so
plain that It needs the addition of an
ornamental band, or two bands in the
Greek fashion, at any time. Also, it is
next to impossible to keep the hair in
position at the front without the aid
of these bands or ornaments. No support can be worn under the hair in
this style, and the natural hair is, like
its owner, "prone to wander."
Small supports of various shapes
are really essential to successful hair- dressing, except when nature has been
exceptionally bountiful in the matter of a natural growth of hair.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.

The lady with serene, broad, low

straight eyebrows may emphasize these gifts of. nature by a
coiffure like that portrayed in the lower one of the three pictures given
here. It suits the character of her
face exactly, and suggests a serene
and beautiful personality. Besides, Jt
is a style that is good for a lifetime.
If Fashion demands a high
coiffure, she may vary the arrangement of the back hair, but preserve
the front parting and uncovered brow,
with small change' in the general efbroW and

fect.
For the girl with a vivacious face,
and narrow, high forehead, a good arrangement of the hair is shown in the
figure at the right hand. A soft pompadour of loosely waved hair held in
place by a support, if needed, In the

CITIES

ASSOCIATION
GIVES
LIBERAL REDUCTIONS FOR

FIGHTERS IN GOOD TRIM
San Francisco, Cat., April 16. Un
less there is an eleventh-hou- r
postbattle between
ponement the
Lightweight Champion Willie Ritchie
an Harlem Tommy Murphy will be
pulled off here tomorrow night. For
mouths the match between these two
has been hanging fire. Several times
the date for the fight has been fixed,
only to be set back for some cause or
another when the two fighters were
almost ready to enter the ring.
Murphy is impatient for the fight
to begin. Since the aays of Joe' Gans
the Harlem boy has been engaged in
the pursuit of the lightweight title- holders.
His ring record is one of
the longest and most creditable of any
of the present day fighters. But despite his record and his best endeav
ors he has never before been given
an opportunity to battle for the cham
pionship. Ever since he signed up for
the present match with Ritchie he has
been training faithfully for the contest and he appears to be in the best
possible condition.
Reports from the Ritchie camp say
the champion also is as fit as a fiddle
and confident of retaining his crown.
It he is successful In his bout with
Murphy tomorrow n!ght Ritchio says
;he will make things hum among the
lightweights who think they are chamFreddie Welsh will probably
pions.
be the first fighter he will take on
The sale of seats for the Ritchie- Murphy fight indicates that one of
the largest crowds for many months
will see the battle.
Reliable

Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound
Just be sure that you buy Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound
it is a
reliable medicine for coughs, colds,
oroup, whooping coughs, bronchial and
la grippe coughs, which are weaken
ing to the eystem. It also gives
prompt and definite results for hoargie- ness, tickling throat and stuffy wheezy
breathing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

THE

1915

FAIR

San Diego, April 16. Action by tha
Transcontinental
Passenger association at its recent meeting in San Francisco, on railroad rates to California
during 1915, .the exposition year, has
caused officials of the San Diego exposition, which opens on. January 1,
1915, and continues open the entire
year, to feel assured of a large attendance of visitors from eastern,
states at this exposition.
A one-wafare for the round trip
to the Panama-Pacifi-c
exposition in
San Francisco to Los Angeles and the
Panama-Californexposition at San
Diego from all points west of Chicago
was agreed upon by the Transcontinental Passenger association. '
Tourists to or from- either of the
California exposition will be given
the opportunity of being routed
through Los Angeles, and the visitors
will be able to take in both expositions on one ticket.
The rates agreed upon are the same
as those allowed during the Alaska- Yukon-Paclfi- c
exposition at Seattle,
and are practically the rates' asked br
the directors of the expositions.
The destinations, named on the
tickets will be Oakland, saa Francisco,
Los Angeles and San Diegoj., Th rates
will go into effect March 1, 1915, and
will end November 30. Th tickets
will have a return limit of three
months, with the proviso that no
will be good after Iteeember 31.
y

ia

re-tu- rn

1915.
BYom

,

Missouri river points, which
include Omaha. Kansas City, St. Jo
seph and Atchison, the round trip- will
be $50. Oother rates from railroad
centers are fixed as follows: St. Louis
$57.50, Chicago $62.50, Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo $45, Peoria $59.25.
Proportionate rates from points not
mentioned will be offered.
Colds Cause Headache and Grip
BROMO QUININE tablets remove cause. There is only One
"BROMO QUININE." It has signature
of E. W. GROVE on box. 25c.
LAXATIVE

Beads

Great Singers Musi be
"Tobacco Wise"

"Sir.
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Tuxedo is theTobacco Chosenby Opera Stars

.

VSrO THE
-

who depend upon their voices
to know tobacco as the ordinary smoker never knows it. A sensitive throat or mouth feels the slightest
sting, bite or scorch of tobacco.
Tuxedo is the one tobacco which singers,
actors, public speakers all men who guard
can smoke with
their throats zealously
pleasure and safety.
Tuxedo tobacco cannot sting, bite or irritate the delicate membranes of the mouth
or throat.
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MEN

" ahaaysfill my pipe withlZuxedo.
Ijtixedo and I ere firm friends. "
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OVER TO CURE A COLO IM

Always iemember the full name.
for this signature on every box.
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JACK HENDERSON
Of the "Fink Lady" Company

"Loud cheers for

tTuxedo.

Aj

eUuxedo. I find "Guxedo
voice help."

a teal

Tuxedo tobacco has made1 thousands of men

converts to the pipe, because it has made
possible for them. Under the famous
4Tuxcdo Process" the mild, tender leaves of the
highest grade Burley tobacco are so skillfully treated
that Tuxedo burns slowly and affords a cool, mild,
1
rnine
t
j i j
f rr
pipe-smoki-

trinrrmo-hlvpninvahl-

.

DONALD BRIAN
starring Is "The Marriage Market"

"

have found thai the me of
Cuxedo does not interfere with my
singing. On the contrary, I've never
indulged ins more satisfying, more
really beneficial tmoo.

fl

. i

'

.

Leading men in

walks of life

well-know-

v.

all

n

doctors, lawyers, ministers, lecturers, etc.

smoke Tuxedo and testify
to its soothing influence
on the throat.
YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE
Famous green tin with gold let-Jering, curved to fit the pocket
Convenient pouch, inner-lin- e
with moiiture-proo- f
pnper .
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In Ciatt Humidor 50c and 90c
THE AMERICAN

TOBACCO

COMPANY
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The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

favorite always. I put nenfzesf
Mo my singing after a pipeful of

IE

EXPOSITION

Beads and Still Mere

CARL GANTVOORT
leading role in "Robin Hood"

10 II

ONE FARE

n
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Children's Diseases very Prevalent
Whooping cough Is about, every
where. Measles an4 scarlet fever almost as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for inflamed throats
and coughing. Mrs. I. C. Hostler,
Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three
children had severe attacks of whooping couglj, and a very few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great relief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store, Adv.
PASSENGER

Wife in the country?
have beads, new fashioned or
IF you
old fashioned, big or little, of any

sort or description, bring them out,
for now is the day of their triumph. A
visit to the largest stores, and to the
jewelers, discloses beads from all
quarters of the globe, and from crude
barbarous looking strands to finely
cut gems and matched pearls. Every
one is wearing beads, or wants to wear
them. They are shown in endleBs variety and are a big feature In the new
season's fashions.
Since they may be bad in all colors
It is quite the smartest thing to do to
have them match the color of the costume or else to provide a very striking contrast to It And aa all the
shades of yellow are given greater
prominence than other colors, it follows that amber beads lead the gay
procession of bead trappings.
After amber, either clear or cloudy,
jet is probably more worn than any
other single kind of bead. Short
strands of fine and beautifully cut jot
beads are iround, graduated in size,
and cut with many facets. .Lone oc

AU alone in the house ?
Caught in the rain last night?
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k
I don't care.

short strands of medium sized beads
made of jet and amber in the same
size, strung alternately, rank with the
all amber, and all jet varieties in popularity.
Long strands of large pearl beads
are chosen for wear with, evening
dress. They seem to belong to the
scheme of things here. Satin veiled
with chiffon, filmy laces and pale elusive colors suggest them. Amber and
jet one sees everywhere on the street.
Amethyst beads, in short strands, are
worn as the short strands of amber
beads are, on any occasion the wearer

a. damp cloth and a turn
and in J minutes my
switch
of
new.
like
look
trousers
And when my wife comes lack I an
TJ-cc
to get her an Electric Percolator, an
r
Samovar, an Electric Range, an Electric Tt
and. an Electric Hot Water Cup.
I have been told all about t.,c:,o I..
vcars. Now I have actuaiiy i
Flatiron and I know all the tl.ctri- -

An ironing board,

the electric

t.

-

may choose.
Besides these familiar beads there

are others which are becoming familiar rapidly enough. Among them the
most striking is the vivid scarlet bead
of opaque cut glass which is worn
with visiting gowns or evening dre- - s.
It will look well with linen dreads
in white or natural color, or in 0.9
half bleached tones. This variety 1h
a
and is gaining ground as
a promising novelty.
new-com-

JULIA

BOTTOM LEY.

this morning?
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South America where he has reniain-efor several months. In the meantime the Bull Moose organization has
drifted pn the rocks. It is past all
saving. But if the few candidates
scattered about can be boosted into
office by Colonel Roosevelt's help, he
will be repaying to the extent of his
ability the blind faith and sacrifice
of those wbp walked 'nit of the Chicago convention with him.

CO,

Editor.

M. PADGETT.

'

Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
Positive to action for backache,
weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
bladder troubles. . P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
Texas, writes: "After taking two bottles of Foley. Kidney Pills, my rheumatism and kidney trouble are completely gone." Safe and effective." O.
O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

'

Adv.

NEWS FROM THE CA1PTAL

i:

under bond. The court declared that
th praise given United States Commissioner Cheatham and the court
officials was doubtlessly well merited.

-

-

AMATEUR BOXING TITLES
Eaterea at the postoffice at East
Boston, "Mass., April 16. The list
16. Chairman D. M.
Santa
Fe,
April
Im Vegas, New Mexico for
Sutherland of the Otero county (board of entries for the National A A. U.
through the United States
of
county commissioners is in Santa boxing championships, which are to
'
Italia as second class matter.
Fe today In consultation with the state take place in this city beginning tomorrow night and continuing over
loan commission regarding the refundiworth
Otero
about
of
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Saturday, assures thn greatest aggre
of
$10,000
ng,
Dally, by Carrier
county bonds), which are: bearing six gation of amateur scrappers ever seen
1 .05 per cent and for wihich an offer at in this country.' Tne best' Amateur
Per Copy
.15 par has been received at a four per ring talent in New York, Cleveland,
One Week
.65 cent
.
interest rata, However, Mr. New Orieans, Toronto, St. Louis,
One Month
7.50 Sutherland was Informed that the Philadelphia, St. John, N. B.,
and
Dne Year
state loan commission is so handicap numerous other cities of the United
Daily, by Mall
16.00 ped by insufficient funds that It will States and Canada will be on hand to
Dne Tear (In advance)
3.00 not undertake tihe refunding of small contest for the premier honors. The
Bix Months (In advance)
7.00 issues. Mr. Sutherland wjij tnererore Boston Atheltic association Us
in
One Tear (In arrears)
... 3.75 attempt to bring about, a" general re- charge of the local arrangements for
Mix Months (In arrears)
funding of outstanding bonds through- the tournament.
out the state, so that the refunding
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
can all be done at the same time and
Stomach Trouble Cured.
GROWER
2 ilrs. H. G. Cleveland. Arnold, Pa,,
$2.00 without any greater expense than the
Dne. Year
refunding of the two small Otero coun wjjtes- - "For some time I suffered
-- - 1.00
Etx Months
ty issues. He was In consultation froni: 'stomach trouble. I would have
with State Auditor W. . G. Sargent, sour stomach and feel bloated after
(Cash In Advance for Mail
As the eating. Nothing benefited me until I
wiho suggested this "method.
!
Subscriptions.)
state department of education has just got Chamberlain's Tablets. After tak.
Remit by check, draft or money compiled accurate statistics of out- ing two bottles of them I was cured."
erder. If sent otherwise we will not standing school bond issues wbtch For sale by all dealers Adv. "
tie responsible for loss.
bear an average of 6 per ceut interSpecimen copies free on application. est, these may be included in the
C. PENNEY COaiPANV
proposition. If this can be done the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT taxpayers of New Mexico will save
N
EXPIRATION OF TIME
many thousands of dollars annually
.18 INCORPORATED
in interest charges.
PAID FOR
SentencesA're Imposed
Sentence
today in the CORPORATION
THE
OWNING
are guaranteed the federal court fupon
..Advertisers
Reglno Vigil and
FILES
RULE
STORE
GOLDEN
largest daily and weekly circulation Julian Ortega, who had pleaded guilty
ITS PAPERS
of any newspaper in northern New to
selling liquor to the Indians. United
Mexico.
States Commissioner F. T. Cheatham
Santa Fe, April 10. A chain of ?0
made a plea, for clemency and Judge 3totes of which a sto'J at Gallup its
TELEPHONES
Pope took this in consideration, sus- to be the
,
is operated
Main 2 pending the sentence of 60 days in
Business Office
of
by the J. C. Penney Company
Main 2 jail and $100 fine imposed on Ortega, Salt Lake
Newt Department
whic today fled in
City,
while in the similar sentence on
corporation papers w!th the state cor
Vigil he suspended the jail sen$124.90
poration commission paying
1914.
THURSDAY, APRIL 16,
tence.
for the privilege.
The capitalization
Admitted to Practice
U $1,100,000 of which $656,200 is paid
II JOSEVELT KETIUNIUO
C. Taylor of Albuquerque
George
up. P. C. Pinson of Gallup is named
was today admitted to practice before
agent. The officers of the
statutory
There is little surprise in the news the federal court by Judge Pope.
are
James C. Penney, pres- company
at Colonel Roosevelt is hurrying
Publication Ordered
and
iednt
general manager; Earl C.
it me from his South American trip in
In the case of the United States vs.
vice pesident; Edward J
first
Sums,
i.ijswer to the urgent call for help P. J. Franklin, the unknown heirs of
second
vice president;
from the remnants of his party who Andres Montoya and other heirs, the Neighbors,
vice president;
third
H.Mudd,
Dayton
sre huddled together in the almost federal court today ordered notice by
I. H. Herbert, secretary and
John
deserted citadel of Armageddon, says publication!,
,
treasurer, all of Salt Lake City. A pe
Will Sell Grant
the' Kansas City Journal. Everything
culiar
method or plan of the company
is
to
lias gone wrong with the Bull Moose
The Bartolome Sanchez- grant
37 stores must
since (he leader disappeared, and un- be sold for failure to pay surveying is that each of the
own
bear
losses
and
its
gets the ben
less something is done very soon fees of $87.04 to the United States.
tli ere won't be enough of the faithful Like in previous cases Judge John R. efits of its own profits, being a cor
left to constitute a national commit MeFie hai been appointed reeree to poration within a corporation with a
tee. At the recent elections the pro- - make thelsale. Similar judgment is stated portion 'of the total capitalization.
progressive vote faded almost to ex to be entered in a number of other
Water"" Application
tinctfon. In not a single district was grant cases in which Assistant United
In the state engineer's office today
there a gain and in all of them there States Attorney E. C. Wade Js prewere losses of greater or less mag paring the papers. The title of the Jennie Codlin of Chico, Colfax coun
nitude. Pinchot is crying for help In Sanchez grafit Is United States vs. ty, filed formal application' for two
second feet from Holkio arroyo, a
Pennsylvania and Murdock and Allen Bartolome Sanchez and unknown
to Ute Creek to Irrigate
tributary
etciOnTv.
are depending oa the colonel to in heirs,
1 SO
acres.
Collection
Tax
life
Big
In
into
their waning cause
ject
Not a Citizen
Almost $40,000 taxes collected dur
Kansas,
The
attorney
general's office today
be'.
will
March
distributed
State
by
Perhaps the most serious blow, ing
ruled that J. E. 0en eleeiMf school
O. N. Marron
tomorrow
Treasurer
from
Roosevelt's
however,
personal
director at Chama is not a citizen
standpoint, is the announcement that among the ' different funds, being about of
s
the United States, but intimate?
the sum distributed last
ftis very dear friend, William Sulzer,
that
this not necessarily mean thai
Of
month.
1913
la
sum
this
$34269.55
ousted and discredited governor of
will
have to quit his office.
he
1912
and
is
$2,866
taxes
taxes;
$396.67
New York, is to form an entirely new
1911
in
taxesi;while $1,146.17 of 1910
"independent" party In that state. In
view of the active support which and prior taxes goes Into the,; road
Roosevelt gave to Sulzer, this Is the fund, which according to the figures
Assistant Auditor A. J. Fischer
uuklndest cut of all. Sulzer appears
was the beneficiary, last year from
to have forgotten what Roosevelt
and about
tried to do for him at a time when direct taxation of $74,000
while this
otflier
from
sources,
$24,000
Sulzer was irt dire need of helpful
mtM
will receive more, than $100,000
it
year
friends. Now that Roosevelt is going
not to speak of the $500,000 bond
to need friends, especially in New
wjiich $200,000; is to be sold
But many ..persons cannot diYork, Sulzer proposes to- - form" an next
.Monday, Today State Treasurer
starch as found in ordinary
gest
rur
for gov"independent" party and
Marron received, the last March tax
potatoes,
food, Iiot IbisicuSit,
ernor as its candidate next fall. It
remittance,; $11,666.17. from Chaves
white bread, etc .,
,,
appears that the Bull Moose mover counBy , and ,$934.11, froma Bernalillo
;
merit in New York is too far gone for
;
county.
In making ...
.l:
i
Sulzer tc rely upon it In his efforts
He Smuggled Chinese
: f,
ta regain his lost prestige.
!
Charles L-- Sharp , today pleaded
Grape-Nu- ts
In a general view of the party
guilty in the federal court to smug
as
looks
about
the
if
it
wreckage
only gling Chinese into the United States
f00D
thing Roosevelt can do when i. he .:: The court approved the account of
the
from wheat and barley,
reaches the United States Is to make United States marshal for $6,585.14.
of the grains,
starch
a number of speeches to help out Inpart
Federal Judge Pope in discharging
needed for body energy, is so
dividual candidates in those localities the grand jury this afternoon comv. here the
main
have
thoroughly dextrlnized by long
progressives
plimented its members upon the man
tained their organization and the lead- ner in which they discharged their
baking (partially
that the time of digestion is
ers are after the offices. It seems responsible duties, saying that more
reduced generally to about one
Kc. evolt promised White and Mur- been
cases
had
investigat
important
hour.
dock a long time ago that he would ed, by the jury than by any other precome into Kansas and do what he vious grand jury in the history of the
about 3
(White bread
fould for them there. Presumably court Secretary C. O. Cushman of
hours.)
made TaSTSEi'stertnlue to?!
An!iq"ue??,TfilWL'fte-na- l
report of
cbot in Pennsylvania, and there are the grand jury. He proved a very
Many forms of stomach troua few andiates in oilier quarters who efficient clerk who kept accurate tab
ble disappear when proper, easielafui his help. It is quite clear that of the deliberations and othor busily digested food is used.
the Colonel has not done just the fair ness.
thing by the movement which be
Judge Pope acquiesced in the rec
started an to which so many of bis ommendations of the grand Jury ex
pergonal admirers fully committed cept that lie refused to discharge from
for
defendants in Taos
f!i(imclvts. Having launched his 1ft-- their bond
Tret ion, ho proceeded to desert it liquor cases, saying that since these
Grape-Nut- s
furnished bonds, it
v eofntj first among the Hop! In- - (tf.fV.tirfiiritti had
sold by Grocers
ns "to study t!s;ir f'lis'omli" and worked no hardship to arid nillit fur
i ii haii
wild;?
for :.
of ther the endu of justice to keep them
!,'
trana-Bslsat-

j
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GEORGIA STATE LEAGUE
Waycross, Ga., April 16. The race
for the championship pennant of the
Georgia State league, formerly the
Empire State league, began today
with games scheduled in Americus,
Thomasville and Waycross. Valdos-ta was programed to play at Ameri
cus, Cordele in Waycross 'and Brunswick at Thomasville. The league begins its season under promising conSUPERINTENDENT OF SANTA FE ditions. The scedule provides for 108
COUNTY TAKES ACTION TO''
games, divided into two Beries of 54
ENFORCE LAW
games each. August 18 will be the
date for the final closing.
Santa Fe, April 16 Twenty boys
STOWE-SMITand girls were rounded up today by
WEDDINCj
New York, April 16. A wedding of
County Superintendent John V. Con
way and sent to the city publio and note today was that of MiBS Hilda
parochial schools. Conway is devot- Robinson Smith, daughter of Mr. and
ing the entire week to work as tru Mrs. Charles Robinson Smith, and
ant officer within the city limits. Lyman Beecher Stowe, a grandson of
There is not a child coming within Harriett Beecher Stowe, the famous
the compulsory school attendance sta- author of "Uncle Tom's Cabin." The
tute in Santa Fe county who is not wedding took place this afternoon at
iu school except for illness of'ibt&er Vhe' home of the bride's parents in
good reasons. In cases where ex
West S,ixty-nintstreet, the Rev. E.
treme poverty or the neeil of the child C. iStowe, father of the bridegroom,
to assist to earn a' living for the fam officiating.
ily keeps children out of school, Con
interests charitably
Inclined
way
TO AID IN RURAL UPLIFT
persons and has thus far received a
iShreveporh La., Apil 16. 'Com
ready response to nis appeals for prehensive plans whereby the rural
As a consequence of his effi schools may become a potent agency
help.cient work, the public schools of the In making farm life more attractive
the
city have now an enrollment of 600 and ..encouraging
pupils as against 315 last year and farm" principles are to be formulat
the parochial schools, of almost 500 ed, by the Louisiana State Teachers'
as against less than 300 last year. association at its annual convention
Conway as also received requestsfrom which began here today. Nearly l,00p
a number of people who are anxious teachers, county superintendents and
to, contribute books' tb, be 'permitted Others, jneicested ;i, educational work
which
to contribute toward, the establish arj
ment of rural school libraries and.ev-- J will continue throngn the remainder
ery istrict is to have its library of Of the week.
;
English books.Conway
Superintendent
requires
each teacher to report to him at fre W1DNEY FAMILY HAS quent intervals the names of children
who absent themselves from school
A jtlTTLE "SPAT"
and he makes it his business to visit
te homes and parents in order to
enforce intelligently rhe compulsory IT RESULTS, HOWEVER, IN THE
school law.
ARREST OF THE HUSBAND

MADE

CHILDREN
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IN CHICAGO

When run down with kidney trouble,
backache, rheumatism or bladder
weakness, turn quickly for help to
Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take
them into your system without having good results. Chas. N. Fox, Himrod, N. Y., sayS:. "Foley Kidney Pills
have done me more good than $150.00
worth of medicine." They give good
results. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv. ;
-

SHAW TO SPEAK IN ROME
New York, April. 16. The Rev.
Anna Howard Shaw,' presienf of the
DR.

National American Woman's Suffrage
association, sailed today for Europe
to attend the meeting of the International Council of Women which is to
hold its sessions in Rome during the
second week in May. Dr. Shaw has
accepted an- invitation to address the
gathering, on the subject of equal
.c
suffrage.
-

Gives Comfort to Stout Person
A good wholesome cathartic that
has a stimulating effect aon the stom
ach, liver and bowels' Is Foley Cathar-tio- j
Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
action, they keep you regular with no
griping and no unpleasant after effects. They remove ithat gassy dis
tended feeling so uncomfortable to
stout parsons. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

two-third-

Starchy Food
Necessary

For Energy-

is-si-

,
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'There's a Reason"

state are in attendance, together with
Woman's Relief
members of the
Corps, Sons of Veterans and other
affiliated organizations.

ATTEND

TO

1

-

16, 1914.

ON PROHIBITION

HEARINGS

subcom-mite- e

18.-- A.

Chicago, April 16. The arrest of
J. Widney, real estate dealer of
Los Angeles, last night, was the result of a trifling quarrel with his
wife, Mrs. Vivian Widney, according
to statements made in the morals
court today.
The policemen who arrested Widney told the court that Mrs. Widney
R

'

had declared that her husband had
attempted to place her in an Improper house several months ago. Because of that statement Widney was
taken to the police station, Mrs. Widney was charged with disorderly conduct because she had disturbed the
hotel guests by her screams.
to sign a
Mrs. Widney refused
complaint against her husband and he
was allowed to leave the police station. Three weeks ago the ,two' gained notoriety when the woman, who
then gave her name as Vera Lyons,
was found unconscious, apparently

ARE SUSPICIOUS

GERMANS

Berlin, April 16. A banker representing many members of the Berlin
Bourse, applied today to the listing
committee to exclude any further list
ings of Canadian Pacific stock because
the prospectus issued by the. company
'
of new
in March for $60,00O,D0Of
no
stock contained
mention of the
case pending for the reduction "of
western freights. The petitioners de
clare that suppression , of information
would debar any German ", company
from, further listings. The committee
dlid not indicate what action it would
take.

Up-to-Da-

te

Jewelry

,

Rewpies
The New
, Pins

WatchChains
for the Belt
Waldermar
Chains
Sautoir
Chains

ARGUING PROHIBITION

Washington,. April .16. Advocates
'
prohibition
by constitutional
amendment had a hearing today before the senate judiciary committee
where such a proposal is fathered by
Senator Sheppard. The testimony followed the lines of that given before
the house committee on a like resolution of Representative HobBoil. Representatives of the German-America- n
and Jewish organizations will be
heard in opposition on Saturday,
"'
li
April 25.
of

..

Friendship
Bracelets

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, April 16. Bearish sen-

timent predominated today, despite
early indications of underlying firmness. Softness of various Issues encouraged traders to jut out stocks
more generally, and after the .downward movement was fairly under way
some of the lowest prices of the year
were recorded.
;
Particular , heavirfeSs appeared in
Union Pacific and Lehigh Valley.
Discouraging news of trade condition
and uncertainty over the Mexican
crisis gave impetus to the selling
movement. Bonds were easy.
The whole market was shaken
when unrestrained liquidation of Ne
York Central broke It to 86, the
lowest figure In mo-- e fban 20 year
Active selling was jeueral around the
room, win prijej
falling 1 to 3
under
yesterday's finals.
points
Bear selling stopped and a better
tendency was imparted to the list
by the announcement that Mexico
would probably comply with the demands of this country.
The market closed strong. The upward movement continued in a spasmodic fashion with Canadian Pacific
and the metal shares making the
most headway. Full recoveries were
made in many instances. The last
sales were:
,, ..
Amalgamated Copper
99
Sugar
Northern Pacific
.....110
,.',...163
Reading
Southern Pacific
it. 91
Union Pacific
.,,.,....154
United States Steel ............
109
United States Steel, pfd
,

,.....'.,.,..,

...........

from poison, in ber room in a downtown, hotel. Mrs. Widney today said
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
that if she had made a charge that
Chicago, April
her husband violated the Mann act cables and the prospects of rain

V

'.:

Jft;

AT TADPERT'S

ensued, but was not of a lasting sort.
deto
The close was weak at
cline.
Corn suffered from free selling and
from lack of support. Prices, which
to
started
lower, underwent
The close. ( was
a further decline.
cent under last
to
Iheavy
night.
Rapid progress of seeding tended
to pull down the oats market. The
sag, however, was soon checked by
scattered resting orders to buy.
First sales of provisions were a
shade to 2 lower. Later transactions
averaged somewhat better. The clos
ing quotations for the day were:
Wheat, May 91; July 86.
Corn, May 66; July 65.
Oats, May 36; July 37.
Pork, May $19.95; July $20.
Lard, May $10.17; July $10.37.
Ribs, May $10.85; July '$11.05.

11

.

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK'.
Kansas City, April 16. Hogs, receipts 5,000. Market 10 cents lower.
Bulk $8.408.65; heavy $8.558.60;
$8.458.55;
packers and butchers
lights $8.358.50; pigs $7.508.25.
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market stea$8.609.40;
dy. Prime fed steers
dressed beef steers $7.508.50; western steers $78.60; southern steers
$6.508; cows $57.75; heifers $.7
9; stackers and feeders $6.50
8.20; bulls $5.50,7; elves $6.50
'
10.

Sheep receipts

9,000.

Market steflr

she must have been hysterical at the northwest had a weakening effect to- dy. Lambs $6.508.25;
yearlings
time and could not have known what day on wheat. . Opening prices were $5.757.50; wethers $5.50fc7.5:
she was saying. Widney said that he
to
lower. A moderate rally ewes $4.756.40.
was about to, leave for California and
his wife did not wanjhim to go.
"I gave her $100 and told her I
would send for her ina few weeks
or send, her more money. She began
to scream then and that caused the
trouble. It was just a little spat."

Washington, April
of the senate committee on
judiciary today began a series of
public hearings on the various reso- SULZEli'S'GASE GOES
lutions pending to provide a constitutional amendment for national proOF APPEALS
hibition. The subcommittee is 'composed of Senators Chilton of West
Virginia, Dillingham of Vermont, Bo- IMPEACHED GOVERNOR OF NEW
rah of Idaho, Shields of Tennessee
YORK WANTS IMPEACHand Fletcher of Florida.
MENT SET ASIDE

10 COlT

FLORSHEIM
f'

'

...

SHOES AND OXFORDS
FOR HEN

;

WEDDING

IN

HOUSE

HISTORIC

Fairfax Courthouse, Va., AJril 16.
'
In the parsonage of Zion Episcopal
churchi where half a century ago
Brigadier, General Stoughton of the
Union army was surprise and captured i by Mosby and his men and where
several other stirring events were enacted uring the civil war, Miss Elizabeth Berwell Page, aaughter of the
Rev. Frank Page and a niece of Thomas Nelson Page, the well known novelist and the present United States
ambassador to Italy,, was married today
to Normal Gaynor, youngest son of
the late Mayor William J. Gaynor of
' '
New York City.
The ceremony was performed by
the father of the bride in the presence of a small gathering of relatives
and intimate friends of the couple.
Miss Tillie Page, sister of "the bride,
was maid of honor, and Jonathan
Grout, son of former Controller Grout
of New York, was best man:
After spending a few daysj at Atlantic City Mr. Gaynor and his bride will
sail from New York April 21 for a
Mediterranean trip. During their stay
abroad they will visit Ambassador
,
and Mrs. Page at Roma.
-

Albany, N. .Y., April ,16. The state
court of appeals met today to hear arguments on the question of the legab
ity of the impeachment and removal
from office of former Governor William Sulzer.
.
The proceedings, which were instituted by Mr, Sulzer himself in an effort to haya the .United States supreme court pass on the validity of
the , Impeachment, were brought
against William Sohmer, state comptroller, to compel him to pay the former legislator the salary of governor
from the date of his removal. A preliminary feature of this action is that
the judges of the court of appeals,
who were members of the court of
impeachment, are asked to set aside
the verdict, for which they voted when
Mr. Sulzer was removed from office.
NEW. HAMPSHIRE G. A. R,
II., April 16. With
(CmmandertmChief Washington E.
Gardner as the guest of honorvthe
Grand Army of the Republic, department of New Hampshire, began its
h
annual encampment at
the state house here today. Many
war veterans from all parts of the
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M. A. Bassett of St. Louis came in
last night for a several days' business
visit In this city.
V. Rathburn," a conductor on this
division of the Santa Fe railway, left
J. ML McCracken of El Paso was a today for Chicago; where he' will be
for the next two weeks. He Is makbusiness visitor la the city today.
the trip in the interest of the
ing
was
Louis
St.
of
James Rosenthal
a commercial visitor in Las Vegas to- local lodge of the Order of Railway

IIUERTA

PERSONALS

AGREtSS

TO HAKE AN

APOLOGY

.
Conductors.
day.:
Mr. and Mrs, Isaiah Hale of Tope-ka- ,
in
of
drove
Maurice
Sapello
Harry
Kan., arrived in Las Vegas last
(Continued From Page One.)
last night for a brief business visit
from Raton and will remain
night
'.
here,
'time. Mr, Hale la at apologies having heen made for preJ. H. Ricker, Jr., of Shoemaker came ere for a'' shorj;'
''the
head
of
the
safety first move- vious offenses.
business
in this afternoon for a short
Mr. Wilson denied that at any time
ment of the "Santa Fe Railway comvisit.

J. A. Gonzales of Clayton came
in yesterday evening for a several
'
days' stay.
C. B. Barnes and H. L. Haskell of
Ribera were business visitors in Las
Vegas today.
Roy Selover, employed as an operator at Lamy, came in last night for
a short stay.
Willard Barnes of Chicago arrived
in the city last night for a short
business visit.
W. H. Shirley and E. Edwards of
Cherryvale were business visitors in
the city today.
Mrs. V. Wolfe of Spripger will leave
this evening for Steamboat Springs,
Colo., where she wfiirremain for several weeks.
E. A. Warren of 'Amarillo, Texas,
came in last night and will he a busi-ness vlBitor in this city for the next
several days.
Luciano Maes, a well known sheep
man of Maes, N. M., came In yesterday afternoon, for a several days' bus
iness visit in this city.
G. H. Rhodes, a conductor ou this
division of the Santa Fe Railway
company, left last night for California, where he will De for sime time
on a vacation.
William Balfour of Albuquerque
came in last night for a short business visit. He is connected with the
Santa, Fe auditing department.
Ramon Aragon, formerly a resident
of this city and now of Ixs Angeles,
Calif., came in yesterday afternoon
for,. a several weeks' visit with
friends.
J. C. Burdick, a mining engineer
from New York, left yesterday for his
home after having spent the past
week here investigating mining properties near this city.
Superintendent F. L. Myers of this
division of the Santa Fe Railway
ccmpany, left last night on train No
S for Trinidad in his private
business car for a short visit at that
MB,

pany and this morning addressed local railway ' fraternal orders on the
subject of "Safety First."

"ARMY"- - OAS

COXEY'S

'

u

place.

,,!

iUl

J. S. Sweeny, the noted tobacco
salesman representing the Liggett Tobacco company, left this afternoon for
Wagon Mound. Sweeny has been residing at the Elks' home and "much
"enthusiasm la said to prevail there
since his departure, as. Sweeny is
said to have a way of keeping everybody awake at night It is said that
this disturbance is caused when
Sweeny begins talking in his sleep.
Frequently he endeavors to sell his
tobacco while sleeping to some buyer
who evidently is not strong for
consequently forcing the urgent
salesman to raise his voice la hie
Lflg-gett- s,

work. ''

STARTED ON ITS WAY
THE RECRUITS ARE
PRISONERS RELEASED FROM
OHIO JAILS

MANY

OF

Massillon, O., Aprils 16. Headed by
"General" and Mrs. Jacob S.' Coxey,
in an old phaeton drawn by a mute,
the second "army" of the commonweal, about 200 strong,, assembled at
tie call of a bugle in Massilloa's business section at 10 o'clock today.
From shanties along the railroad
tracks outside the city limits, from
the social hall and from the city prison, the men gathered. The police released all' yagrants from prison who
With,1' the
promised" to leave-towb
;
tun
"army."
Rev. Harry L. Wilson of Rockdale,
Pa,, official 'chaplain of the army, offered an invocation before the start
on the march, to Washington, praying
for the success of General Coxey's
.

program.

'

.

In and out among the ranks of the
soldiers rode little David Coxey, the
son of the "general," clad
in khaki and mounted on a pony. He
is the official courier for the "army"
At a mass meeting held In the city
hall last night "General" Coxey outlined his plans. Several thousand persons assembled today to witness the
departure of the "army." A large
corps of newspaper correspondents
and moving picture men started on
the march with the "army."
to
the Federal league park were opened
shortly after noon and a crowd that
had waited since 9 o'clock poured in.
All reserved and box seats were sold
d
the crowd
several days ago
scrambled for seats In the hleachers
and grand stand. At the downtown
offices $2 and $5 were offered for $1
box seats.

Ships Getting Ready
Boston, Mass., April 16. Work is
being hurried in cleaning of the bat
Rhode
tleships Virginia, Nebraska,
Island and Georgia at the navy yard
here in view of the announcement
from Washington that these- - vessels
of the Third divisioi. nf the Atlantic
the Atlantic fleet are to be sent
The Virginia, flagship of
Rear Admiral Frank E. Beatty, com
manding the division, left the dry
dock yesterday, and the Georgia was
docked today. Some of the guns on
the Georgia are to be replaced and
large supplies of stores are being
taken on board all four ships.
of

to Mexico.

The: Louisiana Sails
New
ACCUSED
NEGRO IS
Yorlc,' April 16. The battlee
ver- ship Louisiana, under orders to go to
Folrence, Colo., April
dict in the coroner's Inquest in the Tampico, Mexico, finished coaling to
murder of Joseph Pettis, a prominent day and' was ready for sea. The
merchant who Was slain in his store ship's departure was delayed a few
last Saturday night, charges Charles hours, however, in order to pick tip
Ragland, a negro now In jail at Can- more of the shoreleave men, many of
on City, with the crime. Ragland will whom had left town to visit their
v
be trie in Canon City,
homes.
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Calumet Baking Powder is a wonderworker on baking day.

.r

Wonderful for its saving of
its satisfaction

time

.,

AN A. D.

T.

BOY

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pur Food Exposition. Chicago,
Pari Expoaitioa, France, March, 1912
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baking powder. Don't bo mislerj. Bav CslumeL
results. Calumet is far superior to on? ni!k aad toia.

We pay 2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per

PEOPLES BANK
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
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Pet.

1

0

1.000
1.000
1.000
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on Savings Accounts.

TRUST CO.

Jefferson Reynolds, President
& B. Davis, Vice President:
President
'

H. Erie Hoke, Assistant

Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANE
;

j.'

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M,

'

,,

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,CC0.

In every department
a.re prepared

!

,

4

cent

Hallct Raynolds, Cashier.

National League

$200,000.

.
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of Banking we
to give the best of service

"!!"'V.,.
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SHOOTS CLERK

IN
'

TRAGEDY

Bingham, U,, April 16. One of two
robbers who held up the Miners' Mer
cantile store late last night shot and
killed Eugene Allen, an employe who
frustrated their attempt to rob the
place. Officers are following the trail
of the two men across the mountains.
A doctor, hastening on horseback to
the scene of the shooting, ran over
and seriously injured Mrs. William
Schaaf, member of an excursion party
,
visiting Bingham.
r
i

,

v;

NOBODY WILL GSIEVE

Tl

TO LEARN

NEI'S

INDIAN

7ARBI0RS ARE

GRAND JUItY WITNESSES

Qro,;-Kelly-

Sole Agents
BANKRUPTCY PETITION
that all known
creditors and
In the United States District Court other persons in interest 'aaay apfor the District of New Mexico.
pear at the said time and placa and
Bankrupt's PetltlonL for Discharge. show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of the said petitioner
In, the matter of ;l '
Charles H. Weaver,
No. 138.
should not be granted.

'Bankrupt

In Bankruptcy.

ABORIGINES WHO DEFIED UNITED
STATES TROOPS ARE CALLED TO PUEBLO

To the Honorable William H." Pope,

2 IetIo7ebTarApril

Charles H. Weaver of East Las Ve
gas, In the County of San Miguel,
and State of New Mexico, in said district respectifully represents that on
the 4th day of "September, 1913, last,
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under
the Acts of Congress relating to
bankruptcy; that he has duly fenrren- ered all his property and rights of
property, and has fully complied with
all the requirements of said acts and
of the orders of the court touching his
bankruptcy.
.Wherefore he prays that he may be
deemed by the ' court to have a full
discharge from all debts provable
against Ms estate under said bankrupt
acts, except such debts as are exempted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 4th ay of April, A. D.

16.

A

half

dozen of the Navajo Indians who last
winter entnenohed themselves on
Beautiful mountain at the, Shi Rock
agency near Farmington, N. M, and
defied the United States to dislodge
them, are in Pueblo today, witnesses
before the federal grand Jury.
The Indiana are summoned to tell
what they know of the illegal selling
of , liquor to" their trlba Stripped of
their war paint and dressed in "store
clothes" the Indians seemed peaceable enough today. The grand jury
investigation followed complaints that
Hqxior was- being' provided the
them to warlike demon Etrations.

And it is further ordered by tha
court, that the referee shall send by
mail to all known creditors, copies of
said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of resi
dence, as stated.
'
r
WM. II. POPE,
United States District Judge.

Judge of the District Court of the
United States, for the District of
New Mexico.

'i

SubBcnoe for

troops
Peking, April
today severely defeated "White Wolf"
and his brigands, several hundred of
The tToops enwhom were killedthe bandit army at Li
countered
Chuan Ilsln, northwest of Sian Fu.
After a sharp engagement the brigands fled to a position 20 mile from
Klen Chow, further northwest
Heavy reinforcements of regulars
have been dispatched to the scene and
the bandits, who have pillaged many
towns and villages and killed the inur
habitants, are being gradually
ular

rounded.- A number of mission doctors have
gone from Huh Sien nnd Chow Ch'.h
to attend the wounded.

parations for the entertainment next
week of the annual convention, of
unthe International Kindergarten
ion. The Connecticut Valley Kindergarten Association, one of the oldest
organizations of its kind in the country, will aot as host to the gathering.
The attendance
will
Include well
known
educational experts
from
many cities of the United States and
Canada and from England, Germany,
Australia and oi.ber foreign countries.
The program will open with a recep
tion to the visitors to be given in
the new Springfield auditorium Tneij- dav evening. The remainder of the
week wiil be given over to conferences, dlsc'uSSiotiH Rnri addresses by holed educators.
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CHARLES H. WEAVER,
Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon
,
In the United States District Court
for the District of Now Mexico.
In the matter of
'i
No.' 13S.
Charles II. Weaver,
In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt.
On this 9th day of April, A. 1)
1014, on reading the petition for d s
charge of Charles H, Weaver, bankrupt, it is ordered by the court that a
hearing be had upon the earns i .
the ISth day of May, A. P. Ml 4, ben
Chester A. Hunker, a rrforee iu bai
rupicy of feiiiu conn at Fast 1m
gas, in said district at 10 o'clock in
Ihfl forenoon: find that
imn'
he pnhliith''.l in l.ns Vofn
0;;", r
nes-var-

Tie

I

P'll

MEET
KINDERGARTNERS
REGULAR CHINESE TROOPS GIVE
16.
1814.
"WHITE WOLF'S" GANG AN
Springfield, Mass., April
AWFUL LICKING
Springfield Is making elaborate pre-

,

,

IT?

,

1
0
1
Cincinnati
0
St.' Louis ..... ...... .1 .' 1
.500
Durham, N. . C. Sylvanus Gray of Pittsburgh ... ........1
1
.500
Durham, when employed six months Chicago
0
1
.000
,
ago as a messenger boy by the West-- Boston 1
.000
,0
was
Union
company,
era
Telegraph
New
1
York
.000
-.0
Lulu
Miss
sent with a telegram for
Johnson of Lynchburg, Va., who was
American League
visiting in West Durham. Gray, who
ill'
:i
Is twenty, declares the moment he saw
W.
L.
Pet,
case
was
a
knew
it
Miss JohnsOn he
Chicago ,
.......2 0 .,1.000
of love. With the young woman U Detroit .
1
0
j.
was apparently the same.
1
1
.500
Before the messenger boy left the Washington
1
1
Boston
.500
;. .
.i
to
married,
be
house they arranged
2
.000
although they had never seen one an INeT!YQrk ...!. i..:..0
.000
Cleveland
other prior to that meeting.
.0 .2
A few days later the young Woman Philadelphia
1
.000
0
came to this city from her home St. Louis
0. r I
M0
in an automobile, called Gray by telephone and they met and were mar
Federal League
ried.
L. . Pot.
several
around
for
After riding
'Jfill,--,',Js,rl 0 1.000
hours in the machine, Mrs. Gray bade Baltimore
1
0
1.000
her husband keep the marriage a se- Brooklyn cret and went back home. Gray heard Buffalo
.000
0
no more from her until he received
0
.000
1
Pittsburgh
a telegram, five months later, stating
come
she was dying, and bidding him
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
to Lynchburg immediately.
deNational League
has
it
Mrs.
Since
Gray's death,
,
At St. Louis St. Louis, 5; Pitts
veloped she was an heiress to
the legacy of an imcle who has burgh, 1.
since died. Through the will of Mrs
Gray, all her property reverts to her
American League
husband, the former messenger.
At Chicago Cleveland, 2; Chicago.
Dead Bird Causes Trouble.
At Boston Boston, 3; Washington,
Syracuse, N. Y. Postmaster J. J.
Kesel Is awaiting word from Washing
ton as to the disposition of a dead
eagle discovered in a parcel post pack
TODAY'S BASEBALL
age. Birds cannot be sent through
American League
the mall and the dead letter office will
Cleveland at Chicago; clear.
not take it.
St. Louis at Detroit: cloudy.
- Mavor Does Family Wash.
Philadelphia at New York; postSan Bernardino, Cal. Declaring he poned, wet grounds.
was for eaual suffrage. Mayor Joe
Washington at Boston; postponed,
Catlck invited all who doubted his rain.
word to call at his home any Monday
National League
and watch him do the family wash.
Chicago at Cincinnati.
Pittsburgh at St Loul3.
Held for Selling "Love Powders."
New York at Philadelphia; pojtpon-edNew York. Joseph Weaver and Ru
"
wet grounds.
dolph Manser were arrested for selling
"love powders," which were plain talBoston at Brooklyn; postponed, wh'.
cum powder.
grounds.
Federal League
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
Buffalo at Baltimore; rain!
That is LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh; rain.
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
Chicago at Kansas Cltv; clear.
It fails to euro;! E.
GROVE'S sigIndianapolis at St. Loulj.
nature Is on each box. 25o. Adv.

to

its economy,

"No more expensive baking failures,
Calumet ' inno disappointments.
sures greater happiness. Its leavening
qualities are greater its results surer
than any other baking powder its
cost is moderate.

W HAT IS

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. I might have spent it in a minute, but I did not
The dollar is my yesterday.
I may epend it and start tomorrow bankrupt I may eave It and tomorrow not work at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay forthe service of another who
may do Jha
work better than myself.'' A dollar Is really a part of a man's life and as he guards his health to take
carai of the future, so should he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past

Wed Few Pays After Meeting, Wife Philadelphia
Brooklyn
Dies Soon, Leaving Him Heir

A

)

-

E. D. Raynolds, Vice

ATTEMPT TO LOOT STORE
BINGHAM, U., RESULTS IN

A'

A D OLLA R-

Marines to Mare Island;
Seattle, Wash.j' April 16. Orders
were received today substituting the
cruiser South Dakota for the cruiser
Pittsburgh as th0 ship which will con
vey 300 marines to . the Mare Island
he rulser Albany has
navy yard,
been ordered(made ready for sea, but
has not been ordered to sail.

HESBOWS FIGHT

l

FIVE

The Louisiana arrived here on April
after a long tour of duty lu Mexican waters.

ISOBBl

ilVi

16, 1914.

3

Cruiser's Hard Trip
Newport, R I April 16. The cruisduring the negotiations prior to to- er Tacoma, which left Boston yesterday had Huerta offered to fire any day for this port oh her way to Mexsalute, though some subordinate of- ico, had to fight her way against a
ficials did attempt to sound out the heavy storm during which the wire
American government on the question less room was flooded and the eteam
of saluting the Dolphin.
That was whistle disabled.
,

regarded as a private salute to "the
Dolphin and not to the American flag,
and was declined. The presldent';niade
it clear that orders to the Atlantic and
Pacific fleets had not been changed.
No Time Limit Fixed
No time limit has been set for the
salute according to the president and
final word of the Huerta offer had
not been passed at 3 o'olock p. m. It
appeared that Huerta'si offer would be
accepted but the president would have
no comment to make until the salute
Mr. Wilson spoke of his
was firedi
hope that the present; situation would
'not require going to congress to de
liver' 'a message. He declared that
there'1 was ample precedent for the
executive branch of the government
to land marines and declare; a: pacific
blockade, but said':that 'lnainfM3i,tas
congress was in session he would go
to congress if an emergency arose.
Mr. Wilson disparaged the idea of
a pacific, blockade as a futile move
to enforce a demand inasmuch 'as it
merely would shut off Mexico from
commercial Intercourse .vtifli the Unit
ed States and the question had never
been definitely determined In inter
national law as to whether the ships
of other nations could be prevented
under such a blockade rom engaging
in commerce with Mexican ports.

CROWDS FOR FEDERALS
St. Louis, April 16. Ten gates
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MONUMENT

JONES-BOWER-

PROOF OF LOVE
23
4

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
W W BOWFRH
JONES

Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
)ffice Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

1011
M.

Arrive

I....

A valuable dressing
for flesh
wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
chafed skin, Is BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT; it Is both healing and
antiseptic Price 25c, 50c and fl.00
per bottle, gold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.

f!f!fC!IESTEIl
S PILLS
9
MAWINO
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EMPRESS
FLOUR
X.

It 's giving you
a present for do- r

ing

-i

.

le'jtA! war

i

something
d do ony

way when

you

how Much
Better EMPRESS
FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
learn

flrt

day of the month In the vestry room
uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock I
m. Visiting brothers are cordially n
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Greenclay, Secretary.

FRENCH

member are especially welcone an"
cordially Invited.

1REY

(STER-

LING) FINISH

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL' NO. 804. Meets second and
ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.

EMPRESS
can be
.i
i
tamed in tnu cny nom

Visiting member
Devlne,

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
lb., or

2,000
1,000

Mora,

ISo per 1Si t

Each Del very

...... ,w...25e

lbs., to 2,000 lb., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,009 Iba, Each Delivery
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery'
60
Le
than 60 lbs, Each Delivery

lb,

.

....

per 1H

..Ss par

per

43c

lo

Ifca.

15

!

1

'

par 1W
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AGUA PURA COMPANY

!, ts Parttl Q

a&d Distributor ef Hatiral
Whlh Have Made La Ves
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT '$
CKNUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' b A A
STANDARD
S ILVER

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Monday
month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Vlsltlni
Montague,

Tri-Stat-

?

-i-

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 84"
I. O. of B. B. Meets every
Tuei

Mrs. Wm. T. Thompson, of Battle
"I have been
Creek, Mich, writes:

troubled with Indigestion, sour stomach and bad breath. After taking two
bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am
welL These tablets are splendid
Marrjorie Do you really lore met none better." For
sale by all dealers.
Would yon risk your life for met
--Adv.
Lawrence Sure! Haven't I just
put myself m line to eat some of the
WATER AND LIGHT EXPERTS
results of those cooking school recie
pes of yourst
Atlanta Ga., April 16. The
Water and Light association beMADE HER MAD
gan its fourth annual convention
heer today with an attendance of
members from many of the leading
cities of Georgia and North and South
Carolina. President A. J. Sproles, of
Greenwood, S, C., called the gathering
to order and Mayor; Woodjward of
Atlanta delivered an address of welcome. During its two days' sessions
the association will discuss such subjects as the puriflcation and treatment of water, the conservation and
protection of water supplies and various problems relating to municipal
lighting.

Depart
1:35 p. ta
6:40 a.
4:30 p. at
7:00 p. at

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

Meets second an:
fourth
Thursday evening eacl
month at W. O. W. hall. Viaitin
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 7
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn SecreUrj

Pioneer building.

7:45 p. at
.11:51 p. &
2:30 a.
2:00 p. av

1:10 p. m
6:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

Sixth street,

are cordially invited. Richard
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

A Cure for Sour Stomach

Heard at Mlo'iilght.
Wife Got up quick, Tom; there
may be burglars in the house. I heard
something drop.
Husband Oh, it was nothing but the
seercurv f.Uin.

1....
8....
7....

L. O. O. MOOSE

Hunner. Chester A. Hank

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Mrs. Nagger Mental telepathy is a
wonderful thing. Do you think the Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
time will come when we will cease to
Main 331. Residence Phone Main 413
talk?
East Las Veeas. New Mexico
Mr. Nagger Not you women.

Ke Whenever you meet me you
lust give me a cursory glance.
She I feel like swearing.

No.
No.
No.
No.

you

Attorneys-at-La-

4

If....

Depart

11:54 p. m..:.
2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m
West Bound

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod W. O. W. hall, Sixth
street, on the
ern home, also single room. Can
first and third Mondays of each
not rent to consumptives. 1034 month at 8 p. m.
Visiting Knights and
Eighth street. Phone Main 608.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers
man. President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
FOR RENT Two room furnished cler; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
house. 921 Lincoln.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

07s

No.

For Rant

Las Vegas,

U1

8

.

a

Office

4

I nnne un
O. F. LAS VEGAS
. .
awvib II J.
Meets every Monday evenlne at

For Sato

r!

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m

eacn month at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m. P. No,
A. Brinegar, H. P.; T. O. No.
No.
Blood, Secretary.

meir naji on Sixth street All visiting
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
Friedenstine, N. Q.; A. T. Rogers.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer;
V. Hetacock.
FOR SALE Three week old Brown
Cemetery Trustee.
Leghorn chicks; 15o each. Mrs.
Perry Rockey, Lyndon Kansas.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00,
month Elk' home on Ninth street and
Money must accompany order. Will Douglas
avenue. Visiting brothers
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E. are
Invited. Got. Wm. J.
cordially
He Why cant we be friends?
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
She You're so green, and that
Secretary.
color doesnt match my gown.
IMPOSSIBLE

LOCAL TIME CAiiD

LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 3, RQY- AL ARCH MASONS Regular convocation first Monday in

HUNKER

)

Meets first and third Tae
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordiak
ly invited to attend. C N. Douglai
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretin

r9.fi

l.

Seorge

ightly

Petten, Secretary.
F. O. E.

ATTOUXEYS

It w ill Be
D one Quickly an

NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
102 Meets every MondaT nlKkt
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Donglae avenae 0
third Thursday in 8 o'clock, flatting member are
each month. Visiting diaUy welcome. J. c. Werta. Pra
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; G, K
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

Five cent per tin
tach
Estimate six ordinary word
Vmea-- f
ltx eonclav
No ad to occupy less space than two
Tom Jack is engaged to Miss
day In each menu at ii
lines : All advertisement
charged
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
Tees But ehe's considerably older will be booked at space actually set
M. smith, E. C; Chas. Tatome, Re
without regard to number of words.
than he is.
corder.
Tom Yes, but he doesn't know It Cash In advlnce preferred.
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Insertion.
Reg- KNIGHTS TEMPLAK
to a Una.

jl

Old-gir-

CAFf

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

p
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RESTAURANT

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
THX BEST GOODS OBTAINABLK ALWAYS HANDLED
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COMMISSIONERS'
CEEDINCS

COUNTY

PRO- -

(Continued from Yesterday.)

should not be compelled to remove
their fence from across said public
read way in accordance with the above
petition and why the otd road, as
above set forth, should not he restored
to 'the use of the general public.
County Jailers Salaries:
When-fiji- ,
by resolution duly passed
by the board of county commissioners of the couuty of San Miguel, on
the 4th day of August, A. D. 1913,
the salaries of the jailer and assistant

AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

to-w-

APRIL

bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
stipatlon. Adv.

Foley Kidney Pills Successful for
To have a fine healthy complexion
the liver must be active, the bowels regular and the blood pure. All
this la brought about by usln HER- BINE.
It thoroughly scours the liv
er, stomach and bowels, puts the body
m nne condition and restores that
clear. Pink and white complexion so
.

1914.

16,

as justice of the peace, general coun- Land, hridge purpose, Villanueva.
ty fund, $3.75.
bridge fund, $50.
Warrant 10288, Eutimio Gallegos,
Warrant 10274, .lames Saxton, repairing lock assessor's office, general land bridge purposes, Villanueva,
bridge fund, $75.
v
county fund, 50c
warrant 10289, Lorenzo Delgado,
Warrant 1027,5, Raafel Gallegos, interpreter in justice of the peace court, clerk, allowance, com. fund, $1,000,
warrant 10290, Dolores Gallegos,
general county fund, $2.
Warrant 10276, James Saxton, re- iees as consiaojo, general county
laying linoleoum, 3 days, court house fund, $6.30.
Upon motion the board adjourned
and Jail fund, 1912, $11.
Warrant 10277, James Saxton, 4 subject to the call of th chairman
.
Yale keys and 3 other keys, court thereof.
house and jail fund, $4.85.,
FIDEL ORTIZ,
Warrant 10278, Felipe R. Guerin. Attest:
Chairman,
LORENZO DELGADO, clerk.
fees as constable, general
county
fund, $6.25.
Warrant 10279, Juan T. Tafoya, fees Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
as constable, general county fund, $6
That Contain Mercury
Warrant
Andres Garcia, as mercury will surely destroy the
10280,
guarding Nestor Sena, insane, gener sense of smell and completely derange
al county fund, $4.
the whole system when entering it
Warrant 10281, Jose E.
Lucero, tnrougn the mucous surfaces. Such
guarding Nestor Sena, insane, general articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from
county fund, $2.
reputable phyWarrant 10282, D. W. Condonfi coal sicians, as the damage they will do
and wood, court house, general coun- is ten fold to the good you can pos'
sibly derive from them. Hall's Caty fund, $100.10.
Upon motion the board adjourned tarrh Cure, manufactured hy F. 3.
until Friday, December 5, A. D. 1913, Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
at 2 o'clock in the afternoon of said no mercury, and is taken Internally.
"
;
acting directly upon the blood and
day.
mucous surfaces of the system, in
FIDEL ORTIZ,
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure he sure
Attest:
Chairman,
you get the genuine. It Is taken inLORENZO DELGADO, Clerk,
Special Session, Friday, December 5, ternally and made in Toledo, Ohio,
by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
A. D. 1913.
The board met pursuant to adjourn free
Sold by Drutrgists.
Price 75c per
ment.

Monday, December
The board of county commissioners
of the county of San Miguel, State of
New Mexico, met in regular session
at the court house of eaid county, in
Las Vegas, N. M,, on the first Monday
in December, te same being December, the same being December 1, A. D. Jailer or guard, were fixed at $75.00
1913 at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of per month and $50.00
'per month resaid day, and the' following proceed- spectively, and
ings were had
whereas, under, and by virtue of
Fidel Ortiz, chairman; said resolution Amador UUbarri, the
Present:
John H. York, county commissioner; then jailer, was paid at the rate of
Antonio A. Gallegos, county commis- $75 for four months, and Adolfo Orsioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerli of the tiz was paid the sum of $50 for one
"board; Enrique Armijo, interpreter.
mouth, and Ricardo Ulibarri was aid
The record of the proceedings of the sum of S50 for a .period of three
- the last
regular session and all spe- months, and
cial meetings held during the month
Whereas, said board was advised
of November, read, approved and that under the old territorial law the
signed,
county commissioners were authorized to pay to the sheriff of the coun
Villanueva Bridge Lands:
Certain tracts or small pieces of ty not more than $ji per month for
land having heretofore been purchas- salary of jailer an $40 per month for
ed by the county of San Miguel, from salary of guard or assistant jailer.
Now, Therefore be it Resolved by
Dionicio Gonzales and Eutimio Gallethe
board of county commissioners
to
be used for road purposes, and
gos
approaches to the Villanueva bridge, of the county of San Miguel, that said
within said county, and said parties resolution hereinbefore mentioned, be,
now presenting warranty
deeds, re- and the same is hereby repealed, and
spectively for such lands, and the that hereafter the sheriff be paid the
same having been examined by rue sum of $90 per montn, to be used by
district attlrney, upon motion said in him in paying the salary of the jailer
struments are duly approved and or and assistant jailer, or guard, and
Present: Fidel Ortiz, chairman
dered filed for record in the office that the clerk of this board forthwith
John
H. York, county commissioner
Amador
to
to
Ulibarri
refund
notify
of the clerk.
this board the sum of $100, being Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the hoard.
Old Chairs:
Eugenio Rudulph appeared before the overpayment made to said Ulibar- - The record of the proceedings of
'the board and offered to purchase ri under and by virtue of the resolu December 1, 1913, read, approved and
certain old and broken chairs, here tion hereinbefore mentioned; and that signed.
tofore used in the court room, but said clork notify Adolfo Ortiz and Ri Report County Indebteness:
at the present time stored awav and cardo Ulibarri to forthwith refund to The report of all indebtedness, both
of no use or particular value to the this 'Board- the sum of $10 and the bonded and floating, due
the
by
sum of $30 respectively, being the ov
county, upon motion,
couuty of San Miguel, State of New
It ds ordered that two dozen old and erpayment made to said Ortiz and Ri Mexico, up to the 20th day of June,
broken chairs ho, and they are herebiy cardo Ulibarri, under and hy virtue A. D. 1910, having been compiled sfor
sold to Eugenio Rudulph, for the sum of the resolution hereinbefore men the use of the state board of loan com
of G.00, and that said amount be tioned.
missioners by Wm. B. Stapp, hereto
turned over, toy the Clerk to the CounDuly passed by the board of coun fore authorized to do such work,
by
ty Treasurer, to be credited to the ty commissioners at Its regular meet- this hoard, and such report being now
Court House and Jail Fund of said ing held in the month of December, submitted, upon examination
thereof,
A. D. 1913, and upon payment of said
County.
the same is now accepted and ap
amounts the same be recredited to
Public Road Las Tusas:
proved, and the clerk is directed to
the general county fund of said coun forward the
Upon a complaint and petition preoriginal thereof to W. G.
sented to the Board by Jose I. Mon-toy- ty fund of said county.
Sargent, secretary of said state board
Approved, FIDEL ORTIZ,
and other residents, of San Miof loan commissioners at Santa Fe,
Arfm:
Chairman. N. M.
in
tlhe
guel County, living
'ocality of
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Las Tusas, N. M., that Camilio Mon-toy- a
Kearney's Gap Bridge Fills Report:
is obstructing the public road Repoits, Receipts, Etc.
George E. Morrison, county engi
The following reports, receipts, etc.,
at said place so as to interfere with
submitted his report setting
neer,
been
submitted
to
the board
tie publio travel thereon, upon motion, having
forth
he has measured the fills
that
The Clerk is directed to notify the upon the reading and examination
at
the
Gap bridge, being
Kearney's
same
are
said Camilio Montpya, at' Sapello, New thereof, the
ordered filed in
the fill on each end of said bridge,
Mexico, to remove from, the public the office of the clerk,
the fill east of, the hridge and over
road at Las, Tusast ail obstructions or
Monthly report of Eugenio Romero,
other obstacles, maintained by him, county treasurer for November, 1913. od road, the fill depression near the
which interfere with the public travel
State Di nt 6f poll- faxes received by derrick, and that they contain In all
on said road, and that he appear be-f- county treasurer for November, 19i;i 340 cubic yards, and such work hav
'
ing been duly Inspected, upon motion.
this bod'y and show cause, if any $204.30.
It is ordered by the board that the
he has, why this order should not be
Statement of liquor licenses receiv'
c by county treasurer for November said fills at Kearney's Gap hridge,
further' enforced!.,
within said county of San Miguel, be
1913. $76?.
Tax Levy Amendment:
and the report of the counbtat(:ment of liyuor licenses col accepted,
Upon the suggestion and recommenty
engineer is approved and ordered
dation of M. F. DesMaraiS', County lected by Roman Gallegos, seriff, for
filed in the office of the clerk.
School Superintendent, for an amend- November, 1913, $S0t.
ment to the special school levies of
Receipt No. 369 to County Treasurer Bonds Frank Roy:
Frank Roy submitted to the board
Sa,v Miguel County, for 1913, be made, from state treasurer, for November,
fourteen bonds of the August 2nd,
in that, in cejtain instances where two 1913, $336.47.
school districts are included in a cerReceipt No. 101 to county treasurer 897 series, being Bonds Nos. 268, 267,
S42, 735, 419, 369, 329, 321, 585, 592,
tain precinct a, different levy was from II. C. Smith,
city of
made for each district, and such dis- Las Vegas, and School District No. 381,380 and 66, and upon examination
hereof, and a motion duty made, the
tricts being unsurveyed, the County 2, $854.63. .
cleris
is directed to make a supple
Assessor cannot determine just what
Receipt No. 102 to county treasurer,
properties are subject to such school from Martin Delgado, treasurer, town mental report to the original report
levy in each of said districtSi there- of Las Vegas and Shcool Districts of the indtebdeness of San Miguel
county, up to June 20th, 1910, here
fore, upon motion,
the following Nos. 1 and 4, $22.24.
tofore submitted and approved as to
amendment is ordered made to the Bills Approved:
the
aforesaid bonds, together with
tax levy, heretofore, made by this
The following accounts rendered
Board for 1913, at their November against the county of San Miguol, hav- the interest due thereon, and file
Session, and the same Is corrected as ing been examined, the same are ap- same with the state hoard of loan
to the Special School Levies therein proved for payment and the clerk is commissioners in order that said
to read as indicated here below, twit; directed to issue his several warrants bonds may be considered as a part
Precinct No. 21, District 29, Casa' in settlement thereof, upon the coun- of said original report.
Colorado and District No. 46, 15 mills. ty treasurer,
Account Kearney's Gap Bridge:
'.
Precinct No. 22, District 15, Las
The Missouri Valley and Bridge and
Warrant 10261, Roman Gallegos,
Ventanas and District No. 38, Sabin-osa- , sheriff, salary for Jalier and assistant Iron Co., presented its account against
;
15 mills.
jailer, November, 1913, general coun the county of San Miguel, in the
Precinct No.. 24, District 18, La lien-dr- o ty fund, 1912, $90.
sum of Twenty-threHundred Sixty-fiv- e
and District No. 79, Canada. Aguil-ar- ,
Dollars
for the con($2365.00)
Warrant 10262 prospero S. Baca,
15 mills.
,'i ;
the
of
struction
at
as
bridge
Kearney's
Nov.
1913,
Salary
janitor,
general
Precinct No. 35, District 28 Las county fund, $50.
Gap, within said county, and such
Gallinasi and District No. 34, Porvenlr,
.Warrant 10263, M. F. Des Marais, bridge having been examined by the
15 mills.
educational county engineer, and a report thereon
expenses Albuquerque
and the Clerk is directed to give due meeting, general school fund, $25.
duly filed, and such bridge having
notice to the proper officers of this
Warrant 10264, Apolonio Archuleta., been accepted by this board, said ac
amendment.
21 days janitor during court, general count being in conformity with the
contract for such work, the same is
Public Road Precinct No. 22.
county fund, $18.
A complaint and petition signed by
Warrant 10265, M. A. Sanchez, as- approved and ordered filed for pay
forty-seve- n
(47) residents of Precinct sessor, postage, general county fund, ment, under the terms of the contract
'
set- $1.
on file.
22, within San Miguel county,
.,
beroad
Warrant 10266, Mt. States Tel. Co., Bills Approved:
ting forth that the public
tween Las Vegas and Sanchez and Telephone court house an jail, genThe following accounts rendered
to Canyon Largo, said county, has eral county fund, $1T.
against the county of San Miguel,
been changed and obstructed! by a
Warrant 10267, Enrique Armijo, In- having been examined the same are
fence by Lort G. Calhoun and Lillie terpreter to county commissioner, approved and the clerk is directed to
issue his several warrants upon the
Calhoun, causing much incovenience general county fund,' $2.
and hardship to the general public
Warrant. 10268, Agua Pura Co., wa- county treasurer in payment thereof,
who use said road, and asking that ter rent, Nov. 1913, general county
...
,.
,,
said parties be compelled to remove fund, $25.
,
Warrant 10283, Decldorio C. de Basaid fence and restore the old roadWarrant 102G9, Roman Gallegos, ca, filling approaches, Kearney's Gap
way to the use of the public, and up sheriff, boarding prisoners, Nov. 1913, bridge, bridge fund, $119.
on consideration thereof, and a mo- general county fund, $111.75.
Warrant 10284. T w. lifted, mertion duly mario,
,
Warrant 10270, Roman Gallegos. chandise, court house offices, general
It is ordered by the hoard that said sheriff, fuel, November 1913, general county fund, 1912, $11.50.
petition be filed, and that the clerk county fund, $25.
Warrant 102S5, Chas. O'Malloy, elec-a- l
give notice to Lorl G. Calhoun and
Warrant 10271, Dectderio C. de Basupplies, court house, genera!
Lillie Calhoun, that they appear be- ca, repairs at court house, court county fund, $5.
fore this body at. te next regular ses- house and jail fund, 1912, $15.50,
Warrant 102S6, Florentine Monfova,
sion thereof, to be hl on the first
Warrant 10272, Pedro Baca, fees as Talance due on Villanueva brld-- n.
Monday in January, 1911, and show constable, general county fund, $3.
trid? fund, $320.80.
cause, if any they have, why they
Warrant 10273, Luis Montoya, fees
Warrant 102S7, Dionicio Gonzales.
D. 1013.
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CAPITAL PAID IN
100,000.00

SURPLUS
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J. M. Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, A8s't Cash.

t.

VEGAS

interest;paid on times deposits

'GS: MK

LAS VEGAS
-

CAPITAL STOCK

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National' Bank
a. HAYDOJt.

WM.

i

fc

H, W. KELLY
D. V.

.

HOSKINS

m

much desired by ladles. Price 60a
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

l nam ujood

j3

Rheumatic Pains Relieved
Why suffer from rheumatism when
relief may be had at so email a cost?
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind, writes,
"I have been subject to attacks of
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
Liniment always relieves me immediately, and I take pleasure in recommending it to others." 25 and 50
cent bottles For sale by all dealers.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
FtttH

of Mm In

Adv.

'

NEAT ATTRACTIVE PRINTING
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GOOD QUALITY

CTAMJERY
Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting

'
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BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
NO.

per

SIZE)

3x6

1000

NO. 10

IN.
14.00

$2.50 for 500

SIZE

4i,4x9V4

1000

per

IN.

$2.50 for 563

.

,

'

';

Make a good impression with good envelop
esprinted at the

e

.

GOOD

QUALITY

LOPES, NO.
$3.50

per

6

1000

XXX EAG
SIZE

3x6

ENVE-

rti't v

H50 per

$2.50 for 500

4

1000

xll

IN.

2.75

for

500
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NO. 12 SIZE
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Interest Pedd On Deposits
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ANOTHER

CI

DELICIOUS

OF THOSE

ORANGES

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Buy Them by the Halt Box

$1.90
Buy Them by the Dozen
20 cents to 60 cents 7

wo OLiiniee
I

.1

k

Asl

Great Southwest and nothing
can be purchased for home use.ofjfifts.
e

.'ft

f

Wholesalers

Pure Quill Flour Is Big
quality a flour
should have. Ia baking quain every

.v

v i'

FLOUR

M4

lity, jn the quantity it produces, in purity and pure
nutritiveness. Order a sack
and put this claim to the
test. The more you try 11)
the better you'll like it In
every way.

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
1

A!

Ito L'cz3 of

k Best cf EverylMsg EataMe

BRAN BREAD

-

Made from Sterilized Wheat Bran and Pure Whole Wheat

Flour.

Recommended by Physicians

,

,

FRESH EVERY TUESDAY AND THVR.SDAY

THE fiRAAF & I1AYVARD CO. STORE

TO INCREASE

CLUB'S CEBBEBSDIP
COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION
COMMITTEE TO SOLICIT NEW MEMBERS

At its regular monthly meeting last
Bight the board of directors of the
Commercial club decided to instruct
the membership committee to get into
action within the next few days In
an effort to increase the list of mem-Ixsof tuo of gaiiizaliujii, Thw board
requested that the committee be
ready to report on Tuesday evening,
April 21, to which time adjournment
was taken. There are said to be a
large number of people in Laa Vegas
who are deriving benefit from the
work of the club but are not assisting
it financially. The directors expressed ilio opinion that these puuple
i,
'1 ' a pr'vhed and shown how
i' r r ii t trice la needed and
I
t' y an help in belter- -

GIVE

Rumors were in circulation among
the local Santa Fe men and the business men of the city today to the effect that a certain popular Santa Fe
conductor is to be married soon in
California, Official announcement has
not been made, but, according to the
rumor, which, is practically verified
by the conductor's leaving for California this week, the wedding will occur this month.

MAGAZINES

BILE TIPES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

ALL: REPAIR WORK

GUARANTEED

;

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY
LAS 'VEGAS FORD

SALES

COMPANY

expected at the entertainment, which
will be given by the Pasadena Literary and Musical Concert company. The
tickets will be reserved for the. railway folk until 10 o'clock this evening
and tomorrow morning will be open
for the general public.

A particularly timely and interesting subject has been chosen by Dr.
Jacob H. Landaafor bisi lecture at
Temple Montefioro tomorrow evening,
"The Gunmen of New York and the
Conditions Which Produced Theim."
Dr. Landau, having resided in New
York state for several years and having: been a student of conditions, is
better qualified,' perhaps, than any
other person in New Mexico to speak
about the gunmen. The public Is cordially invited to hear him.

.mu-sa.-

MAY

(MI
I

r,i EVERYBODY

BE REVIVED

WILL GO TO THE
ARMORY TOMORROY NIGHT
TO HAVE A GOOD TIME

Tomorrow night the armory again

ORGANIZATION
WHICH
DIED will ring with the strains of raggedy
tunes and another big dance will be
SOME TIME AGO WOULD BE
In order. The society folk of the
VALUABLE NOW
city
will be there ready to enjoy them
Motoi enthusiasts .are inquiring selves to the limit

concerning an automobile club that

tory of the organization can be found.
With the big tourist traffic that will
begin next month and continue for
the next two years, the automobile
owners believe that this organization
should be revived to show the spirit
of the city in regard to autoing and
road boosting.
Almost every city of any size has
au organization of this nature and
often much good boosting and advertising for the locality is accom
plished through such a medium. Au
tomobile parades, booster trips, piloting tourists through the county and
numerous other boosting propositions
might be carried" on successfully
through an automobile club.
W. p. Southard, president of the
Commercial club, 'is one of the en
thused boosters for the reorganization
of this club and if enough interest Is
shown by the auto owners a meetins
may be called soon for' the purpose of
taking the proper action.

FANS REQUESTED; TO

filEET THIS EVENING
EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO
GANIZE A CITY BASEBALL
LEAGUE

This evening at

The
HAVE

Diamond-Apri- l's

Birthstone

SIS-

The children of the Immaculate
Conception school will give an entertainment this evening In the hall of
the Sisters of Loretto on the West
side. An excellent program has been
provied, and it is believed the children will' give a good account of
themselves. The program will begin
An admission of 50
at 8 o'clock.
cents will lie charged.

..

TO BE A BIO EVENT

The dance is to be

griven

Symbolizes purity and is
supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us before you buy
f
I

'I

-

'ttii

-

it- -

;

OR-

o'clock at the
Commercial dub rooms' will occur the
baseball meeting that is- to decide the
future of the national sport in this
city for the coming summer. The
proposed organiBAuun of a city league
will be discussed. If the leaguie can
be organized officers will be elected
and the entire proposition will be
placed on a firm basia.
Representatives of all possible base
ball teams in the city are requested
to ba present at th meeting and all
business men and fans interested in
the sport likewise are urged to attend.
Tli?re seems to be considerable
in the league rt'.J the general
option is that such an organization
should b

formed.

8

However,

to

real-

-

For the
Miller

bsbn

the market today see us.
plain thread. Alichelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
;
K
Nqn-Ski-

nr

ALL WORK

DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

THE'D
UNGAN
THURSDAY APRIL 23
THE MOST TALKED OF PLAY IN YEARS
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By EUGENE WALTER,

author of "Paid in Full," "The Easiest
"Fine
Feathers," etc.
Way,"

x
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The Play thsvt held New York ixnd Chicago
Spellbound for one Whole Season

ITSOJ

A Story of the Great Hudson Bay Country, Redolent
with the atmosphere of the Canadian Woods

polhno

Excellent Cast, Elaborate Scenic Production
SEATS

,FOR

YOU

TO

m

SALE AT

MUIPIEY'S TUESDAY

JUST
what you want in the Furniture
line just when you want it '
THE

ERTEBTAIIIEfiT

WILL SHOW WHAT THEY
LEARNED UNDER THE
TERS' TEACHING

AUTOMOBILE
.

TIOES AHDiTUBES

'

was in existence in this city at one ladies of the Eastern Star and will
time, but which has dropped out of begin promptly at 9 o'clock.
The
sight. Those inquiring about this music will be furnished by the Las
organization are doing so with the Vegas dance orchestra under the leadidea of instilling a new interest and ership of Mrs. Charles Kohn, and an
excellent program has been arranged.
making the club a live affair.
The tickets for the Santa Fe conFrom reports received this club was As there Is to be no restriction as to
cert to be given at the opera house started several
years ago, but gradu tango or rag, this program will consist
tomorrow night are going fast at the
died
until now largely of the latest music. A jol'y
ally the Interest
Y. M. C. A. and ai large attendance is
scarcely anyone who knows the his- evening Is expected by, all

CHILDREN TO

ri

.

of

ad

John. E. Long, who is a partner of
John C. L. Pugh in the automobile
business, was voted in as a member.
was of a
Other .business transact
routine business. Present were Presi
dent W. P. Southard, "Vice President
Directors" "William
O.
F,
Blood,
Springer, M. M. Padgett, N. O. Hermann, Charles Greenclay and David
Jv Leahy and Secretary Leo Tipton.

CATHOLIC

cakes and cookies

line

in the city.

aojas

u
171LL TRY

The most delicious

carry

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMO-

1$ PUBLISHING ARTICLES ABOUT
IT IN VARIOUS WELL KNOWN

..;.!.'.':

day
eral will be held tomorrow morning
from the Church of the Immaculafe
Conception and interment will be in
the Upper Town cemetery. Mrs. LeDuc was 70 years of age. She was
a native pf France, but had lived in
New Mexico for 30 years.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

j

We also

day

I

Graham

P. H.. LeNoIr, secretary of the Y.
Also a complete line of buns.
M. C. A., is preparing an article on
the Montezuma 'hotel and the Y. M.
Our orders always please.
C. A. summer camp which, is to be
published In an eany issue of the rail
road
44.
....
magazine, "Railroad Men," which
, The town council of the West Bide is issued In New York City. The arJames Johnsen, son of J. C. Jolin-se- will meet tomorrow night, at which ticle will deal extensively with ths
of this city, last night, underwent time it is expected that Eugenio Ro beauties of the camp and Will be a
another surgical operatija at ..fit. An- mero, the 'newly elected mayor,' arid big advertisement for it The'maJal
the other new town officers Will take zine is on the order, to a certain
thony's sanitarium. Miv Johnsen's
Office. ' r "
.. . J
condition, was reported as favorable
y
zine, and.. is backed ny the NewYork
this morning. Some time ago he
Two sections of train No. 1 passed Central mlroad. ...
underwent, an operation for appendl- through Las Vegas today. ' The first
Mr.J'N'oir
succeeded in
.c!ti?r
;
iJWD aul J section carried tourist and Pullman
UijJStlish'
JJocal Y. M n A nomn
:
t
;
'
;t
cars exclusively, while the second sec- into the " Uere'to Go"
.The Peons and .. Bankers tenpln
department
teams will contest with, two, Dawson tion was composed largely of day of the Field and' Stream Magazine,
"
coaches.
which may prove a hig thine: in the
teams by telephone tonight. On Satadvertising way., this, department is
urday afternoon the two teams will
Old newspapers, about 90 to bundle," maintained
free hy the Field and
go to Dawson bjr. automobile to meet
delivered free. Pay messenger upon Stream
the Miners' aggregation that night.
is read to a
mgfiizjne
10 cento ?er bundle.
All Elks and their ladies,.,-arlarge extent"jy people from ah parts
Invited delivery. Price
of the United states.
to witness the games this evening.
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com
Mrs. Frank LeDuc, wife of the well pany will hold an adjourned business
known West side tailor, died yester- meeting tomorrow night In its sta EASTERN
STAR DANCE
afternoon at her home. The fun- tion on Bridge street
;

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

,

Rye

LIVERY aid REPAIRING

FOR 'THE MONTEZUMA

t'--

,

New Mexico Largest

East Las Vegas

)vrou ava.

e

-

-

A'

Home-mad-

IS

IT!

n

Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unye pqtterns-ralprices.

more-appropriat-

City, Mo.

has applied for 8 as bounty upon
four coyotes killed by him recently
hear Canon Largo. Felix Sanehes of
Las Vegas has applied for. $2 as
bounty on a coyote killed in Precinct

hit

t

Therefore the best bakery
line in the city

EFHbread

Argie I. Day of

si

,

roars

Word has been received from Mr.
and Mr?. S- - M, Martin to the effect
that tihey ero row located In Kansas

We will have a Hudson Little 6 on
display here In a short time. Dori.'t
fail to Investigate this car before buying. H. B. Hubbard, Agent. Adv.

STEARNS' STORE

-

AT

Don't buy until you see the Hudson
Little 6. The best car on the market
for the price. Adv.

$3.50

.

7:02

16, 1914.

ize success the players, the fans and
the business men miust all
as the formation of a city' league is
considerable of a job.
At the present time indications
point toward about five or six teams
entering the league. Those mentioned
are the Elks. Santa 1'e clerks, Knights
of Columbus, a city team and two(
west side teams. Several business
houses that employ a large number of
clerka are considering placing teams
in the league and there is little doubt
but that plenty of teams can be secured.
The meeting will begin at 8 oVlock
this evening and all persons Interested
are requested to be present promptly.

QUALITY COUNTS

Old Taylor whishej and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Buy Them by the Box

M

at

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

APRIL

THURSDAY,

GET

SOLUTION

OF
THE
is
this
problem
store; good, deis the
merchandise
pendable
we
kind
that
only
buy and, consequently, the only kind possible for you to buy whea you
trade here.
AMONG THE OTHER THINGS
which we arj proud to recom-

mend to our patrons are

HONARCH
Maieabie

RANGES
THEY

SAVE ' TIME SAVE
FUEL SAVE WORK

J.C. Johnson

DOUBTLESS HIS HIND
WAS BELIEVED,

UBS. PLUfliEB SANG

BUT- -

HERE SO'IE

TEE

AG!

IT COST KEN IKEDA $5 FOR EX.
LYRIp SOPRANO, COMING TO LAS
PRESSING HIS OPINION OF
VEGAS AGAIN, IS FRIEND
G. L. SPENCE
OF GORTNERS
;

'

Because he uttered ' uncomplimentary remarks, using words not
to G. L. Spence,, baggageman
at the iSanta Fe station, yesterday afternoon, Ken Ikeda, porter for the de
pot, was taken before Judge D. E.
Murray this morning ac2 fiaed $5 and
the costs of the case.
Ikeda, according to the story, re
moved certain baggage; from a, track
at te station, without permission from
the baggageman and when informed
that he was breaking the rulea of the
station became decidedly angry and
uttered unseemly words against the
station baggageman.
Ikeda accordingly was arrested up
on the complain of c'poiwe anti this
morning was fined in Judge Murray's
court. Ho is a Jap.

Mrs. Leroy H. Plummer, lyri soprano, who will appear tomorrow-eveninat the opera house with the.
Pasadena Literary and Musical concert' company under the auspices of
the Saata Fe Reading rooms course,
A

MlKf 1 Oca tirlll

otniAil...

J

t.- -,

,

erous Las Vegans. Mrs. Plummer.
several years ago, appeared at the
Commercial club in a concert and
proved herself an artist.
Mrs. Plummer Is a personal friend
of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gortner of this
city and will be entertained bv them
during her stay. She has many other
friends here and all doubtless will
make arrangements to attend the concert tomorrow night.
Sulscribe for The Optlfl

